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PREFACE

In the aftermath of the 1939-45 war, as a more scientific approach began to supplement cut-and-try as a basis for the
design of parachutes, W.D.Brown first established a iound aerodynamic foundation for his subject in his book, 'Parachutes'.
R61es which were being fulfilled by the parachutes which he described in it were firstly man-carrying for both life-saving and
military applications; secondly weapon and store dropping; and thirdly deceleration of aircraft. Looking back over the 35
years that have elapsed since this publication, although their form has been greatly expanded, all of these are still essential
tasks for parachutes to fulfil. However, additional ones also are now required. For example, crews of spacecraft as well as
aircraft make encapsulated descents using parachutes as essential parts or their total escape systems and in addition to drag
production contemporary parachutes may also need to demonstrate siaificant lift-producing abilities or the capability of
"rotation at chosen spin rates during their descent. Not ony have parachuf•s been used on a number of occasions to assist re-
entry into the earth's atmosphere, they have also been employed in landing issential instruments on to other planets as well
as on to the planet earth.

They have also had to find their place within the much wider classification of aerodynamic decelerators, in which they
share a primarily decelerative task with balloons and various metallic non-inflatable devices. In his glossary in 1951, Brown
defined a parachute as an umbrella-shaped device to produce drag, commonly used to reduce the rate of descent of a falling
body'. A more precise and limiting definition is now customary. Within this broader classification of aerodynamic
decelerators parachutes are now considered to be that class of drag-producing bodies whose essential characteristics include
their flexibility, their inflated shape being dependent on the flow field which surrounds them.

A greater precision in definition epitomises changes taking place in many engineering fields, not only in that of
parachute aerodynamics. With the availability in most design offices of powerful mainframe computers and in many
situations of relatively inexpensive mini- and micro-computers, new possibilities exist for engineers to establish the relevant
basic relationships and to develop their subsequent solutions. For these task to be performed adequately, basic principles
must be appreciated and agreed sign conventions implemented.

It is to meet all these kinds of need that' The Aerodynamics of Parachutes' has been written. In the subject of parachute
aerodynamics this AGARDograph is envisaged as a direct descendant of Brown's 'Parachutes', for it has the same emphasis,
that of selecting 'the principal aerodynamic characteristics of parachutes and the various known factors which affect these
characteristics'. It takes into account not only many of the subsequent publications which have been summarised in the 1963
and 1978 United States Air Force Parachute Design Guides, but also the proceedings of the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics Aerodynamic Decelerator Copferences which have been held every two and a half years, the
Helmut G.Heinrich Decelerator Systems Engineering Short Courses which took place in 1983, 1985 and 1987 and'The
Parachute Recovery System Design Manual', which will shortly be used by the United States Naval Weapons Center.

It has been anticipated that its main readers will be recent engineering graduates entering research establishments,
parachute companies or related industries. In its preparation some appreciation on the part of the reader of basic mechanics,
elementary fluid mechanics and the principles of computing has been assumed.

Apart from KarI-Friedrich Doherr and my own research associates, too many other individuals have contributed their
components, criticisms and suggestions for me to mention their names individually. I can only hope that they will recognise
their invaluable contributions in the publication which has resulted from all of our efforts.

David Cockrell
Leicester- 1987

Au lendemain de la guerre de 1939-45, aiors qu'un dimarche plus scientifique commenqait A completer les mithodes
empiriques du genre "on dicoupe et on essaie" comme base de la conception des parachutes, W.D.Brown fut ie premier A
ilaborer une theorie arodynamique saine pour cc qui faisait I'objet de son livre 'Les parachutes". Les fonctions remplies par
les matiriels qu'il y d&crivait itaient d'abord r'emport des hommes dans ie double but de la sauvegarde de la vie humainc ct
des applications militaires, en de"xAivme lieu le largage d'armes et d'approvisionnements, en troisiime et dernier lieu la
d~cil.ration des avions i I'atterrissage. Si on itudie Its 35 annies qui se sont icoulces depuis cette publication, tous ces
emplois sont encore essentiellement ceux que ron attribue aux parachutes mime si leur aspect extirieur s'est beaucoup
diversifii. Neanmoins il en but maintenant quelques modles suppl.mentaires. Par exemple, les 6quipages des v.hicules de
I'espace comme ceux des avions font des descentes enferme dans des capsales dquipies de parachutes qui constituent la
partie essentiele de l'ensemble de leur systime d'cvacuation; et en plus de [a production d'engins basis sur la train•e, il pe•;
aussi &ae demand6 aux parachutes modernes de posseder des qualitis de portance ou d'aptitude i tourner sur eux-mbnes i
une vitesse donnde au cours de leer descente. Des parachutes ont eti utilisds non setlement en de nombreuses occasions
pour faciliter la rentrde danrs 'atmosphere terrestre, mais aussi comme instruments essentiels d'atterrisage, qu'il s'ag,•se de se
poser sur notre globe ou sur d'autre planites.

1I a Egalement fallu leur trouver un crdneau dans la classe beaucoup plus vaste de ddcil-ratenrs airodynamiqucs ou ils
remplissent, concurrement avec les ballons et divers disposiifs metalfiqtjes non gonflabkls, unc tiche qui consiste
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essentiellenient A assurer un freinage. Dans son glossaire do 195 1, Brown a d~fini le parachute comme "un dispositif en
formc dc parapluie, fournissant une trainie. utilis commniunment pour diminuer la vitesse de deacente d'un corps qui
toinbe". La difinition courante actuelic eat plus prdcise et plus limitative. Au sein de la cattdgorie tri~s vaste des dt~cleirateurs
adrodynamiques, lea parachutes sont gindrateurs do trainee dont une des caractdristiques essenitielles est Ia souplea-se
d'emploi, car une fois gonflis, lour fornme d~pend dc l'coulcrnent de r'air autour deux,

Cotte meilleure pr~cision dana [a difinition risume bien l'volution qui *s't faite dana beaucoup de secteurs de
rindustric, et pas sculement dana l'aMrodynamiquc des parachutes. Grice A Ia pre~sence de puissants ordinateurs centraux
dans la plupart des bureaux dditude et, dana beaucoup dc caa. It Iutilisation de mini- et de micro-ordinateurs relativement
peut coOteux, lea ing~dniurs disposent de posaibilitds nouvelles pour Etablir lea foninules de base voulues et ddvellopper lea
solutions qui en ddcoulent en vuc de la conception. Pour quc ces tiches puissent 6trc exdcutdes efficacement. il faut bien
cerner lea principes de base et appliquer lea conventions de symbolique convenues.

Coest pour satisfaire tous ces besoina que louvrage "Afrodynamique des parachutes" a &t6 6crit. Danas le domaine dont
il port le titre, cet "AGARDographe eat considdre comme Ia suite directe du livre "Les parachutes" de Brown, car il insiste
sur le maine themne: 'lea principales caractiristiques des parachutes et lea divers facteurs connus qui les affectent". 11 dient
compte, non seulement du grand nonibre de publications postdrieutes qui ont dti! redpertorides et rdsumdes dans lea "Guides
de conception des parachutes" de l'arniee de l'air anidricaine de 1963 h 1978, mais fgalcment des comptes rendus de dibats
des confirences de l'Institut arndricain d'Adronautique et dAstronautique ("Amierican Institute of Aeronautics andl
Astronautics") sur Ia d~ciltation adrodynamique qui se sont tenues tous les deux ana or demi, des coura techniques abrdgds
de Helmut G.Heinrich sur la technique des systimes de dical~ration qu'il a doennis en 1983, 1985 et 1987. et du "Manuel de
conception d'un projet de r~cupdration par parachute" qui sera prochainoment publiE par Ic Centre des arniements navals
amidricain ("US. Naval Weapons Center").

On a prdvu que lea principaux lecteurs de cot ouvrage sertient lea inginieurs traichement dipl6mds qui sont sur lea
point d'entrer lea eitablissenients de recherche, lea sociE~t~s do fabrication de parachutes ou lea industries qui lour sont
associies. Pour priparer sa pr~sentation, on a supposE que Ie lecteur posseddait quelques connaissancea de mdcanique
fonedamentalle, des notion& Eldmentaires de mdcanique des fluides et des principes de l'informatique.

En dehors de Karl-Friedrich Doherr et de mes propres associes en mati&re de recherche, lea autres personnes qui ont
apport6 la contribution de leura connaissances, de leurs critiques et de ]cuts suggestions sont trops nombreuses pour quc je
puisse lea citer toutes individuellement. Jespire seutlement qu~elles pourront reconnaitre au passage lea apports inestimablemn
qu'clles ont faits A cette publication qui eat l'aboutissenient de tous nos efforts conjuguis.

David Cockrell
Leicester - 1987
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IrMODUCTION

1.1 FUNCTION OF A PARACHUTIr
The word 'parachue' is derived from die French words parare , meaning to shield, or to ward off and chute.

m(aning a faiL Thus the word parachute means any natural or atifcial contrivan= which serves to check 4 fall through
the, air and thereby support in the air sorme load or store. But for present purposes this is too wide a definition. Within
thL3 AGARDograph the parachute will be considered to be one subdivision within a much larger classification of
aerodynamic decelerators. Ibrahim' defines the latter as 'devices whose primary function is to maximise the drag of
systems of which they form a part' and parachutes as flexible.elastic bodies whose inflated shapes are dependent on the
flow conditions'. Because of the sutrctural form of the rigid decelerator, the improper primary function of the flexible
wing and the invariability of the ballute's inflated shape (a ballmae is a cross between a balloo, and a parachute, used as
a high-speed aerodynamic decelerator) these devices are excluded from consideration as parachutes here, except as
possible illustrations of'certain aerodynamic principles.

Although the primary function of the parachute is the maximisation of system drug, among possible secondary
rbles may be the provision of a horizontal velocity component (termed drive) to the system or even to be the means
whereby this system acquires a lift force. Thus the distinction between parachutes and flexible wings may not be as
clear cut as it first appears.

From their initial man-carrying r6le, parachutes have been required to undertake a much wider range of tasks. As
well as men, stores are often decelerated by parachutes. These include weaponry as well as other supplies. Parachutes
can Vlso be used to decelerate rapidly-moving vehicles, such as aircraft and motor-cars. Sometimes, instead of an
individwil ejecxed from a malfunctioning aircraft, an entire crew-caTing module is decelerated by a parachute. As Fig.
1.1 irdicates, parachutes must be capable of operation over a wide range of velocities and hence dynamic presstues, in
very different environments. For example, extra-terrestrial applications may be requirad when instruments have to be
landed' on other plane-s. Even on the earth's surface, as natural aerodynamic decelerators such as dandelion seeds bear
witness, some applications of parachutes call for unusual designs.

Pig. 1.1 PARACHUTE PERPORMANCE ENVELOPE
From Raf. 1.3

SAerial

40.04 Dl i Plnkwwy nry (Mars bzft~)

30.04 MameJ

20.01 MiLie Recovery

0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
Mach Number

1.2 AERODYNAMICS: ONE AMONG MANY DESIGN CRITERIA
The aerodyr.amics of parachutes is only one aspect of their multi-faceted design. Their flexible structure must be of

light weight, yet strong enough to rothstad the high lWds imposed during inflation. Their deployment must be both
simple and reliable. They must be relatively easy to manufacture so that their cost is small compared with that of the
store which they decelerate and then deliver. Parchute aerodynamics is concerned with the mechmism ofkmflation. the
determination of flight mechanics, such as the mte of system descent in a given applicadt, the drive and the lifting
behaviour of the parachute. Included ar system sal characteristics such as equilibrium angles, ftrquency of
oscillation and the oscillation damping rates. To predict satisfactorily all these characteristics the necessary
mathematical relationships must first be developed and relevant daa acquired through appropriate experimental
programmes. Having been acquired, these data must then be made generlly available. The Parachute Design and
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Performance Data Bank'-2, established at the United States Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory in the period 1970.
73, was a significant steq, in data dissemination and this AGARDograph has been written to further assist data
formalisation, application and dissemination.

1.3 BRIEF HISTORICAL SURVEY (REFERENCES 1.3 TO 1.I1)
Although evidence of parachute-like devices to lower both animals and hurtans from high towers exists in Chinese

archives from as early as the 12th-century and in 1514 sketches of panmhute3 were made by Leonardo da Vinci, the
rirs authenticated parachute descent was not made until October 22 1797, when Andrd-Jacques Ganerin jumped from a
balloon over Paris. Early users of parachutes were stunt men, descending from towers or from tethered balloons for the
entertainment of spectators. By the early nineteenth century, exhibition parachute descents from balloons were being
made all over the world and in this capacity, in 1808 a parachute first saved a human life.

At the outbreak of the 1914 world war, participants on both sides ntudied activities behind the enemy lines by
stationing observers in baskets, slung beneath tethered hydrogen-filled lalloons. As these balloons exploded if they
were hit by machine-gun fire, on the approach of enemy aircraft the observers would bail out, using for this purpose
cotton parachutes, some 9 - 11 metres in diameter which were tethered to their baskets. A large number of observers'
lives were thus saved, there being 407 successful parachute descents in France by members of the British Balloon
Wings alone and a further 125 by members of the United States Forces. For French observers a parachute system was
evolved in which the entire basket was retrieved, becoming the first reoroded 'encapsulated' retrieval by parachute.
Similar observational practices were carried out by the German Army, with a corresponding high success rate in
observer retrieval.

When aircraft entered the war the use of parachutes by airerw was delayed. The probable reason for not using them
initially was because of difficulties in egress from aircraft cockpits. Since it took valuable time to put the parachute
harness on and to extract the parachute from its container which was fixed to the aircraft, often there was insufficient
altitude remaining for the parachute to fully open. But eventually, the prime importance of pilots' lives was
recognised, probably because of the considerable investment in training cost and time which they represented. The first
recorded saving of life from an aircraft by a parachute was in 1916. At that time parachutes were opened by static lines
attached to the aircraft, the opening being delayed until the parachutist was well clear of the machine.

By this stage in the war, individual aviators on the German side were equipping themselves with appropriately
modified Heinecke parachutes which had originally been intended for balloon observers. As these parachutes opened
they lifted the aviators clear of their cockpits. Following the development of 'packaged' or pack parachutes by Charles
Broadwick and others in the early 190Ms, all combatants rapidly made the necessary developments in materials and in
parachute packbig. On April 28 1919, Leslie L. Irvin made the fuist free parachute descent, from 1500 ft above the
ground. By this time, parachutes were in regular use for the dropping of flares and in 1918 they were often the means
by which spies wew infiltrated behind enemy lines.

The first parachutt designed for military personnel was standardised in 1924. After that time, first in the United
States and later in Great Britain, the use of parachutes became compulsory for aircrew. By about 1930 the Soviet
Army had begun to equip and train some of its units for airborne operations, using parachutes. Corresponding German
units were deployed in Holland and Belgium during the early stages of the 1939-45 war.

By this stage in many countries a systematic testing and development programme had become essential. There was
an over-riding need for reliability, thus for a better appreciation of parachute materials characteristics, of structural
strengths, opening factors, drag characteristics and stability behaviour. Research took place in many places but
increm ingly in the United Kingdom and in Germany. By the outbreak of the second world war in 1939 there was
considerable experience in using parachutes for weapon stabilisation, required both for impact attitude and the need to
obviate high g-loading in the direction normal to that of the weapon axis. in the dropping of supplies by parachute nad
in partooping. During that war there was considerable development in all these applications as well as in the aircraft
deceieror rOle, made necessary through both the advent of dive bombing and the rapid deceleration on landing required
by some fighter aircrft. During the 1930's the needs for high aircraft deceleration led to the development of ribbon
parachutes by Georg Madelung. At the high speeds which were necessary such parachutes were able to provide the
required low opening shock loads and also exhibit stability in pitch.

These vatious applications were demaanding differing parachute characteristics, for example a low degree of parachute
stability tolerable to a member of aircraw making an emarg.,ncy escape from his aircraft would be quite unacceptable to
a regular parahutist such as a paratrooper, or for an aircraft docelerator system. For such ejector systems knowledge of
the relevant parameters influencing parachute inflation became essential so that satisfactory predictions of the time
taken for inflation and the corresponding forces which were developed could be achieved. Using pirachutes, guided
missiles, Such as the V.1 and V.2, as well as misile components were successfully recovered in 1944 and the eariest
ejector seat deceleration was made by parachute about 1944-6, the idea for so doing originating in Sweden.

During the 193945 war, at the vaious research establishment* parachute sections were established. For example,
at the Royal Aircraft Establishment under W.D.Brown, the British Parachute Section was established in 1942. After

lo
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this war was over, when T.FJohns, a member of this Section, published the Report 'Parachute Design", he stated that
most usual requirements for parachutes werea.

(I). that they will invariably inflated
E (ii). that they will develop specified drag forces at particuar deseent Vwa;

(iii). that they will be sufficienty strong to withstand opening at speeds which are usually higher than their
descentpaed sand

(iv). that they will give specified degrees of stability to the payloads to which they ae attached.
In this AGARDograph. the aerodynamic aspects of requirement (i1) are discussed in chapter 2, those of (i) in chapter

5and (iv) in chapt•r 4. The aerodynamic aspects of riqukrement (iii) are considered in chapters 2,3 and 4.
After the end of the second world war, in the United States the military engagements in Viet-Nam and elsewhere

stimulated moe parachute research into gliding parachutes such as the ram.air inflated textile wing originally proposed
in 1961 by Jalbert, the emergency escape of aircrew and the airborne delivery of personnel, stores and weapons as well
as into aircraft retardation and vehicle recovery over a wide dynamic pressure range. Deceleration through the
deployment of a series of parachute canopies in a number of separate stages became commonplace. By the 1960's the
ribbon parachutes developed for this purpose were used for the deceleration of the United States astronauts returning
from the Moon in the Mercury, Gemini and Apollo spacecraft as well as those in the Soviet Union's Vostok and
Soyuz space vehicles. Yuri Gagarin safely landed Vostok I by parachute. i April 1961 and in February 1962 John
Glenn used a ringsail ribbon parachute to land a Mercury spacecraft. In July 1976, using parachutes, successful
landings of the first of two Viking spacecraft was made on the planet Mars.
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2.STEADY-STATE AERODYNAMICS

Although it is more logical to begin by describing the deployment and the inflation of the parachute canopy,
proceed with its deceleration and then to consider its behaviour in the steady state, basic aerodynamic concepts for
parachutes are most readily introd.ed by first considering their fully-deployed steady descent.

2.1 SOME DEFINITIONS. RELEVANT DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS
In flight mechanics the characteristic forward direction of vehicles in motion is first determined. Then a common

procedure is to establish orthogonal sets of axes which are fixed in these vehicles, passing through an origin which
itself is fixed in the vehicle. Such axes are referred to as body aes. Customarily the axis O.x is so positioned that it
points in that characteristic forward direction. As Fig. 2.1 illustrates, the angle of attacd, a is the angle measured
between the component in the Oxz plane of the resultant airflow V. in that forward direction and the body axis O-x.
The body axes ae right-handed in direction.

As Terms and SymboLs for Flight Dynamicsi makes clear, in aeronautical parlance the term angle of incidence is
no longer an acceptable alternative for angle of attack, a.

Like any other immersed body, when a parachute moves through a fluid a resultant aerodynamic force R is
d-veloped on it. Experiments can be devised by which to measure both the magnitude of this force and its moment
about any specified location. Though these measurements are sufficient to define the line of action of this resultant
force they do not determine the precise position of the centre of pressure, a specific point on that line of action at
which the resultant aerodynamic force can be considered to act. in most aerodynamic applications the location of the
centre of pressure. is determined by convention. Thus, for a section of aircraft wing section or for a gliding parachute
the centre of pressure position is defined as being at the intersection of the resultant aerodynamic force line of action
with the chord line of the aerfoil section which constitutes the wing or the gliding parachute. A gliding parachute,
such as that with a ram-air canopy described in Appendix 2B, is one which is capable of imparting a horizontal
component of velocity or drive to the parachute and its payload. Momentarily it is possible for a system comprising
a gliding parachute and payload to develop a resultant lift force. In contrast is the conventional parachute, possessing
solely a drag-generating r6le. A number of conventional parachute canopies are illustrated in Appendix 2A. In some
situations this distinction between these two types of parachute canopies becomes artificial, since conventional
parachutes become gliding parachutes if appropriate panels are removed from the canopy. When this occurs either
definition of parachute could be adopted, whichever is the mom convenient

In the physical appreciation of parachute behaviour, such as when formulating and solving equations of motion, it
is sometimes desirable (though not essential) to know the centre of pressure location. For conventional parachutes
the centre of pressure position is defined to be at the the intersection of the line of action of the resultant aerodynamic
force with the parachute axis of symmetry.

Fig. 2.1 Tangential &
Normal Components of
Aerodynamic Force
for Conventional TParaC huntes 0 Origin of co-ordinate

Parachutes System
N G Centroid of Parachute

Axis ofZ System

S~ 
Of

Symmetry cp Centre of Pressure of
positive Parachute System

VR Parachute Resultant Velocity
a at Origin

O( Angle of Attack

ve VR R Resultant AerodynamicpositiveForce

N Normal Component of
mg Aerodynamic Force

T Tangential Component of
Aerodynamic Force



The single most significant aerodynamic charscteristic of parachutes as their drag D, defined in Terms and
SYmbolsfor F1'9k1DYnamlcs, InternatioII1ndA r slm 1151 '-'as teW sWdi em n
thmboisfor /ion of e re s~t relative Standards ow Y a s the component of the resultant aerodynamic force in
fthedirecmttivoen oof die e~suoltath~ relatva ofw '. equaland opposite to that of the parachute. In the plane of theresultant velocity the other component of the resultant aerodynamic force is its lift. L. Initially however,consideration will be given to the tangential and the normal components of the resultant aerodynamic force rather than
to its drag and lift components. Since conventional parachutes are usually considered to be axially symmetric for
present purposes a two-dimensional representation will be adequate. Three-dimensional representation is certainlydesirable with gliding parachutes however, the two.dimensional conventions of high aspect ratio aircraft aerodynamicsusually prevail. Aspect ratio denotes the ratio of the wing span to its mean chord and for the gliding parachute ther resultant velocity is considered to lie in the plane of symmetry of the parachute."7The components of the resultant aerodynamic force which are parallel and normal respectively to the O-x and O-z
axes and in the revewrs sense to these axes are termed the tangential force, T and the normal force, N, For a
conventional parachute, as shown in Fig. 2.1, the tangential component of force is parallel to the parachute's axis ofsymmetry. Expressed non-dimensionally they are:

CT = T/(0APVS.) and CM = N/C/apV2S.) (2.1 & 2.2)

where p is the local air density. Vt is the parachute resultant velocity at the origin of a co-ordinate system,which is fixed in the parachute and S. is the nominal total surface area of/the canopy that is, it represents the totalcanopy surface arca, inclusive of any openings, slots and vent areas.Since steady aerodynamic forces and moments developed on an immersed body such as a parachute are considered tobe functions of the body shape, inclusive of its attitude in the fluid, the body size, together with its relative velocity
through the fluid in which it is immersed, as well as the fluid properties density, viscosity and temperature, then bydimensional analysis:

CT and CK = f(a;Re;Ma) 
(2.3)

where Re = VRDJv is the Reynolds number and

"D = [4S./rr)]" 
(2.4)

-D being defined as the parachute nominal diameter and v as the fluid's kinematic viscosity.

R •0 Origin of co-ordinateSystem

G Centroid of Parachutex- PotvSystem
cp Centre of Pressure of

Parachute SystemVR Parachute Resultant Velocity
at OriginA Angle of Attack

R Resultant Aerodynamic
Force

L Lift Component of
Aerodynamic Force

D Drag Component of
Aerodynamic Force

Fig. 2.2 Lift & Drag Force Componats
for Gliding Parachutes

a mg
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Since the nominal total surfac area of the canopy is not always clearly defined there can be confusion over the
magnitude of the parachute's nominal diameter D.. To avoid this confusion the term constrwucted diameter, D. is
sometimes used. The Recovery Systems Design Guide, reference 1.9, defines the constructed diameter of a parachute
canopy as 'the distance measured along the radial seam between points where the maximum width of opposing gores
intersects that radial seam'.

The Mach number Na equals Vk/a, where a is the local speed of sound in the undisturbed fluid. The ways in
which these and other aerodynamic force and moment coefficients vary with the angle of atack, Reynolds number and
Mach number are described in Section 2.2.

For gliding parachutes the aerodynamic reaction R is usually expressed in terms of its two components, ift L and
drag D respectively perpendicular to and parallel to the resultant airflow, as illustrated in fig.2.2 The positive
direction of lift is in the opposite sense to the weight of the system and the positive direction of drag is in the
opposite sense to the parachute's resultant velocity. Like. tangential and normal force components, lift and drag forces
are similarly expressed in terms of non-dimensional coefficients as CLand CD:

CL = L

and CD = D

The non-dimensional force coefficients CL and CD can be expressed as functions of the angle ot attack, the
Reynolds number and the Mach number in exactly the same way as were the force coefficients C, and CN in
equation 23.

To avoid any confusion in determining the sense of the lift component force it is preferable to confine the use of
tangential and normal force components to conventional parachutes while reserving lift and drag components for
gliding parachutes. When considering flight mechanics however, the component of aerodynamic force in the direction
of the relative airflow, i.e. the drag component is often required, so transformation is necessary from one set of
aerodynamic force components to the other. The relationships shown in Fig.23 are:

R
CNVVV

CL

a CT
Gliding 0
Parachute.

Conventionalpwachu• -

v Fig. 2.3 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
A••is VR THE AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
o. x V CL AND CD AND THE COEFFICIENTS

CN AND CT

Co = CTcoen t + CNslma (2.7)

and CL Z Ccost - CTslna (2.8)

Correspondingly, C? = C' Cos Q " CL sin a (Q.9)
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and C C C CcoSa + C1slna . (210)

And since IVpf - VZ,.WV'. (2.11)

where the subscripts o and E respectively imply mCeauemet acsa level and the equivalent air speed, the
expressions for the aerodynamic force components in equations 2.1, 2.2, 2.5 and 2.6 can be written in terms of the
equivaent air speed Vs. The latter ie the pnoately-conected speed be recorded by an wr speed indicator.

2.2 SOME STEADY-STATE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
"To illustrate the functional relationships expred in equation 2.3. some typical aerodynamic characteristics of

various canopy shapes are now considered. A list of the most common parachute canopy shapes, together with a brief
account of their aerodynamic charateristic is apenfd to Section 2.
2.2.1 Shape of Parachute Canopy

As explained in the Introduction, the process of parachute design is inevitably one of making compromise
decisions. The shape of the parachute canopy is determined by considering all the r6les which the parachute may be
required to fulfil. Some of the factors which will influance the choice of design are outlined below.

2.2.1.1 Oening Characteristics The speeds at which parachute canopies are required to deploy and to inflate
strongly influence the maximum structural loads which they must be designed to withstand. On strength
considerations, if inflation is required at high equivalent air speeds, ribbon parachute canopies, such as that shown in
Fig.2.4, are almost exclusively chosen.

Fig.2.4 A RIBON
PARACHUTE CANOPY

2.2,12 Is Mxmv' Reauired, Drive, defined in Section 2.1, may be a stragetic requirement, as it is for airborne
forces paracbhs, or it may be undesirable, as would be the case for dropping stores by parachue into a confined zone.
As will be outlined in Section 2.3.2Z a parachute canopy possessg drive is likely to be strongly statically stable in
pitch.

When drive is required, a gliding parachute cmnopy mot be adopted. But where drive would be an undesiable
characteristic a conventional parachute canopy is used instead.

Since many gliding parachutes are effectively inflata low aspec ratio wings, their aerodynamic caacteristics
vary with the angle of attack sad wing aspect ratio in a manner typical of these rsatio win•g. Gliding parachutes •e
limited by control cowsidetaions to a maximum aspect rato of about 3:1, givS g a gelde stall ad a correspoadingly
slow increase in drag coeff'ici•e TUe ratio of lift to drg Is low-, at the present suta of the art about 3:1 is
characteristic but higher ratios are ataina with the mome advanced desip a sw -wing osed-cell ram4r g
prachute described in Section 9.5.1. The chacteristic VaM of lift coeffie with g o atc for InM-air



gliding; pgrachut canopies having aspect ratios varying from 1:1 to 3.1 is shown in Fig. 2.5. These experimnta
results were quote by LingardP from an earfier report by icolaides".

I Aspect Ratio a-1.5

**Aspect Ratio -2.0
20 Aspect Ratio -2.5

- 0.1 Aspect Ratio a 3.0

-50 5 10 15 20
Angle of Attack - degrees

Fi. 2.S LIFT COEFFICIENT VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK FOR
RAM-AIR GLIDING PARACHUTES

Drag 4-Aspect Ratio a1.0
Coefficient r Aspect Ratio - 1.5 _ _ _

-5 0 5 10 15 20
Angle of Attack - degrees

Fig. 2.6 DRAG COEFFICIENT VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF
ATTACK FOR RAM-AIR GLIDING PARACHUTES

In Fig. 2.6, the corresponding doag coefficient variation with angle of attak and aspect rato is shown for num-ai
gliding parachufte

2.7-13 10am Value of !Cj ic R~ifed? It will be shown in Section 23.3J thai for a given canopy size and
payload mass the rate of. descent of a parachute decreases as the magnitude of the tangential force coefficient Cr
increases. In genral, has oavalue as ispmcicable is desirable for C. Atzeroasngle of mmck, Cris equal to the
drag coefficient Cc. Some typical characteristics for die variation of C, and Cr with angle of attackc are shown in
Figs.2.6 and 2.7. They are seen to be dependent on dhe porosity of the parachute canopy, a property which will be
discussed in Section 2.4. Whereas in Fig.26 characteristics for a typical gliding parachute have been given, In
Fig.27 they are shown for flt circular parachute canopies, so called becalme whon thesn caopies am xW out flut
on a plan surface they are circular in shape.



Fig. 2.7 TANGENTIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT

4- moorous Caoy 06 Tangential Force

4 Medium Porosity 040 fontT -
Canoy .FLAT CIRCULAR CANOPIES.-

VrPorous Canopy j.0-o

-30.0 -20.0 -10.0 0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0
Angle of Attack-Degree.

2.2.1.4 )YbuL.WCiw -Q teristic is RQ~ed~i,? It will be shown in Section 23.1 that the attlde of the Canopy
when in equilirium is determined by the angle of attyck at which Cw is equal to zero. Further, the condition for a

0.10-FLAT CIRCULAR CANOPIES ref 2.2.-

Normal Force
C OKfiie C

---- *0.0100---

- - ~~~0.085.- - - - - -

-30.0 -20.0 -10.0' 0.0 -10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0

4. m-arous Canopy Medium Porosity U Very Porous Canopy

Fig. 2.8 NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT VARIATION WT

parachute to b.satially ystab~le inpitch is Fow inAC Seti 2.2t eta hni qiiru.X d must be
poutve.Almst ny erahuecaw wil descend stably if only it Is mae& nzfflciend porous for example. ribbon
parahutecanoies beo higly proMcharacteristically display strong static stability in pitch.

Typical characteristics showing the variatio of C, with angle of attack for fit ciWuar patachute canopies are
shown in FigZ28. They, too, are stronly porosity dqpedent. For these and othe parachute cawop shapes, as
porosity is increase not only does the tangenial lbrce coefficien 4r markedly decuste, restting ftota given canopy
shape ad size ininmincreased descnt velocity, butas vary porous canopies inalae they may exhibitsqaaiddg, defined
by Brown's as a twendec for the open canopy to collapse to a fam in which the open dianmee lie betwee ore-
third and one-quintofdie Wlliy-open dimeoer, d shop iaa tlde collapsed puachue cvanpy then vesembling thtof a
squid. Th hnmnno lidn sfrhrdau nSc~n5.2.

jt
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2.2.2. Variation of Aerodynamic Coefflclents with Reynolds Number
Published dama on the variation of parachute aerodynamic coefficients with Reynolds number are almost entirely

concerned with drag coefficient variation. Provided that the Reynolds number, based on parachute canopy nomial
diameter, is greaer than about 10', FIg.. 2.9a and 1.9b indicate thag lite variation in drag coefficient with Reynoldsnumber occunt. Dy inferenccA at thene Reynolds numbers little variation of othe aerodynamic. force coefficients with
Reynolds number is anticipdted. In Fig.2.9a, comparing correspoding data for other bluff bodies, iLe. a sphere and acircular disc normal to the flow, it Is evident that at high Reynolds numbers the boundary layers detach and near the
leading edge of these bodies flow separation occurs.

Drag Coefficient, CDPrahtJ.0 r.10 
4- Hemispherical

1.001 Paaht

0.80 ------__ 0- Circular Disc

10 Sphere

0.60 413 Cross
Parachute
Canopy

0.40-
Fig. 2.9a EFFECT

OF REYNOLDS0.20- NUMBER ON
AERODYNAMIC

CHARACTERISTICSI0.001 After Jorgensen1.0x1* 52.OxlO5 3'.Ox10 4.0x10 5 5.0x1op 6.0W10 5

Reynolds Number
Since for these bluff bodies there is; little or no boundary layer variation with Reynolds number, the. resultingvariauion in aerodynamic coefficients with Reynolds number is also small. In Figs 2.9a and 2.9b cros Parachutecanopies canopies are referred to. These are muwifactured from two rectangular strips of material joined together to

produce a cross or a cruciformn shape, apearing as shown in Fig. 2. 10.

0.8.--.

0.7- Figi 2.9b EFFECT
0.7 - ~OF REYNOLDS

0.6 NUMBER ON
__ _ __ _ __ _ _ AERODYNAMIC

CodrciemCD 05 -- Cros Canopy - Arm Ratio 3:1 CH R TE I IS
0.4- (ludllce -ref. 2.6)

0.3 0" Flat Circular Canopy (1963
0.2 Design Guide-rel. 2.7)

0.1

Reynolds Number
0.0 I- 6 - 6 6 60 1.0Ox 10 .O xl ao&0xi10 4.Ox le

As Flg.23b indicates, for Reynolds numbers above W.' smnak variations with Reynolds number in the dragcoefficient of parachutes can occur, but these variations am of little practlciil significance However. from [re flight
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2.2.3 Variation of Aerodynamic Coefticents with Mach Number
With bluff bodies such as parachute canopies substantial variations in drag coefficients with Mach number are to

beantcicpated. This variation is strongly dependent on both die canopy shape and the local Reynolds number. Fig.
2.1 la is generally illustrative of the substantial drag coefficient dependence on Mach number, a dependenco which
develops in subsonic flows as Fig. 2.llb, describing the characteristics of a parachute cluste, illustrates Hyperflo
parachute canopies, whose characteristics are shown in Fig. 2.11a. were flexible ribbon concepts which were
specfically designed for supersonic operation by the Cook Research Laboratories.

Fig. 2.11a EFFECT OF SUPERSONIC MACH NUMBERS ON
PARACHUTE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

Hyperflo Canopy with a Mash Roof
0.6 *Bern* & abish, ref2.9

Drag 0.
coefficient, C60.

0.2

Mach Number

0.0 1

2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0

Drag Coefficient. CD
0.60D

0.40.

0.201

Fig.2.1lb EFFCT OF
TRANSONIC MACH NUMBERS
ON AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

1- 1978 Recovery Systems Design Guide, ref. 1.9-

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4

Mach Numfyer

In order to establish high Mach iutuber aerodynamic characteristics of parachute canopies it as essenial to use
either ve~y large high-speed wind tunnel facilities to obviate blocksge effects or else to flight test funl-scale canopies.
7be blockage constraint of parachute models in wind tuannes is discussed in Section 6.3.
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2.3 STEADY-STATE FLIGHT MECHANICS
'! ;a 2,3.1 Equilibrium

2.3.1.1 The Convenflomd Par•hme By resolving and l,•dng the moments of the external forces acting on the
conventional parachute shown in Fig.2.12 the conditions for its equililxium can be established. As the figun• shows,
the angl• 0 is the inclination of the parachute axis of symmetry, defhw.d in Section 2.1, with the vertical. Initially,
tbe drag of the payload is considered as negligibl• compared with that of the canopy.

r "'N

Origin of €o-ordinate system

System centroid
cp Canopy centre of pressure
VR Resultant velocity at origin

SP Normal aerodynamic force
A•$•tryz • component

' T Tangential aerodynamic force
component

Angle of attack
e• e O Inclination angle of the

S' parachute
' VR

,ositi• "'...... Fig. 2.12 EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS

FOR CONVENTIONAL PARACHUTES

, •mg

Resolving in the Ox dim:lion:

| mg cos O T = 0 (2.12)

q Resolving in the Oz di•€fion:

mg sin 0 - N = 0 (2.13)

Taking moments about the system centroid, G:

Ma = -N(x.-x•) = 0 . (2.14)

i Then since (x,-x,.) is non.zero, for equilibrium ,.he normal aerodynamic force component, N must be z•o.
Equation 2.13 then shows ti• since ms is necessarily non-ze•ro, at equilibrium the angle O must be zero. Undex

this condition equation 2.12 shows that the umgential force component, T equals rag. Hence, when it is in

Seq u ilib rium a co n v en tio n al p L • lm te d escen d s w ith its axis o f sy m m e try v erti cal, a t su ch an • g le o f attac k , • th at n o
normal aerodyl•tmic ftxce component is developed on iL

d When the drag o/" the payl•d is not negliiP*ble when compared with that o(the c.mopy, at equilibrium ti• normal
fo• component is small and l•alfive. Und• these conditions, a •|ble canopy descends at a small positive •gle of
attack, describing a coning molion with the semi-apex angle of the cone equal to this angle of attack. In order to
minlmise this coning motion the drq of the payload must be small competed with II• of the c•x•py.

2.3.1.2 • For exactly the sang reason as for a conventional parachute, if the drag of the
paylo•l attached to a glkling par•hnte is ocglected then when ,ms pa•c.hute is in equilibrium it descends so that its
JMs Oz is veStaL This uis is drawn du•ngh both the canopy centre of pt, essore, cp, located on the aetofoil sectioq
cho• line at about the qumU•-chonl position and the parachute-payload sys•n centroid, G. From the origin O,
selected on the axis 07.. the axis Ox extends at fight angles to Oz in the plane of symmetry and in tbe s•wae scr.se as
that oftbe parachute's re•ulmt velocity Vt.

• /

.a

m •lll j i lll• II•l•lli JIM] • fi!II Illl Ill- 1
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Fig. 2.13 has been drawn in thc equilibrium position. In this figure the line OP has been drawn through the
origin 0 and perpendicular to the aerofoil chord line. The adjustable rigging angle # lies between OP and the axis Oz.

In reference 2.1 the symbol y is used for the angle of climb of an aircra ft.Thoughout The Aerodynaniics of
Parachutes the angle of descenr, 1, will be adopted instead, where

Ydy (.5

Using the symbols shown in Fig.2.13 and applying equilibrium conditions corresponding to those adopted for
conventional parachutes in equations 2.12 to 2.14, including neglecting the drag of the payload, by resolving forces in
the Ox direction:

L An y, D Cos7 Y 0 (2.16)

by res~ol'.ing forces in the Oz direction:

mag - Lcos y, -Dsin y, = 0 (2,17)

and by taking moments abo-ut the mtnroid,O:

MG =-(Lslay,- VDcony,);.j 0. (2.18)

0 Origin of co-ordinate system
-..&... .. ,AllG System centrold

cp System centre of p&..ssure
V Resultant velocity at origin
L Lift aerodynamic force

component
D Drag aerodynamic force

z 79 component
D a Angle of attack

* Rigging angle
Yd Angle of descent

horiwnWFig. 2.13 EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS
mg FOR GLIDING PARACHUTES

From the inset diagram in Fig. 21.13:

gapy, Y D/L = .. . (7.198)
L/D

and Cos Y,~ L/mg. (2- 19b)

From the conditions established in Fig. 2.13, at equilibrium the angle of desce:t %dis related to the angle of attack
a by:

a a+ (2.20)

NNWV
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If the. drag of the payload is not neglected, then at equilibrium the Oz axis of the gliding parachute is inclined at an
angle 0 to the vertical, so that:

(z + 0 + Yd. (2.21)

By adding the payload draL to the forces shown in Fig. 2.13 it can readily be seen tbet the condition for
equilibrium is that the axis Oz is inclined at a small negative angle 0 to the vertical As this angle is, in general,
small equation 2.20 is approximately valid even when it is necessary to take the drag of the payload into
consideration. Thus:

y - a+*# (2.22)

Now, through equation 2.19. ,is a function of the angle of attack, a. Equation 2.22 demonstrates that the
purpose of allowing the rigging angle # to vary is to adjust the angle of attack at which the gliding parachute flies,
making possible a range of equilibnium ratios of lift to drag at which the parachute descends.
2.3.2 Static Stability

Whether or no a system is stable is determined by its response to mall displacements from its equilibrium
position. Static stability is solely concerned with the directions of the moments which are developed on such a
disaplaced system, a statically stable system being one which, as a cor.sequence of a small displacement from
equilibrium, develops a moment in a direction which would restore the system to equilibrium. This concept has
nothing to say about the equilibrium of forces which act on the system after displacement or about the frequency and
attenuation or amplification of any resulting oscillations. ncvewh*ee, it is a very valuable concept in a number of
fields including aircraft dynamics and in Section 4.3.2 it is shown to have particular merit when applied to parachute
dynamic pitching motion. Since a system which exhibits static stability about one axis need nom necessarily do so
about any other, it is important to define the axis about which the stability of a system is being considered.

0 Fig. 2.14 THE STATIC STABILITY CONCEPT

S• • mgStattealig unstable

Hagaun,$ lhpldu'lhnm - t

The concept of static stability and instability are illustrated in Fig,.14 by refemne to a pendulum, hanging on
the end of a light, straight rod. When this supporting rod hangs vertically the pendulum's suspended mass is in
eqiilibrium Work must be done to displace it from this equilibrium position and to incline the supporting string
through an anile AG. Having made such a small displacement, the pendulum develops a moment AM about the
sispension 0. Tis moment is in the direction to restore the system to the equilibrium state .d is opposed to
that of the displacemea. T7e static stability of the system is chaMr iSed by the relationships that

(i). in equilibrium, the moment about &0

M.(e) u 0 (2.23)

(ii. and aftr a afldisplcm~ent

I..
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dM/d9 € 0. (2.24".

However, if the pendulum were inverted, with the supporting rod vertical the system is also in equlixium. But,
in allowing the supporting rod to deflect, work is done by the system on the rod. Having deflected dummgh a small
angle AO the moment then develoned about the suspension point 0 is in the same direction as that of the
displacemen. Hence, for this invert jdulum dM,/dO is greater dum 0.

In exactly the same way, the criteria required for the equilibrium and the static stability of a parachute in pitch are,
from equations 2.12 to 2.14 and 2.16 to 2.18, that

]MV (cc) = 0 (2.25)

and aMiaCa < 0 (2.26)

By specifying moments about the parachute centroid it is ensured that the moment consequent upon a small
disturbance from the equilibrium state is wholly aerodynamic. Its magnitude and its sign can then be determined
readily, solely from steady-state aerodynamic tests.

For a conventional parachute, the necessary conditions for equilibrium and static stability in pitch are given from
equations 2.14 and 2.25 as:

MG (a) = .N(xg.x.) = 0 (227)

together with aMG/aa < 0 (2.28)

or, from equation 2.27: 8N/Ia > 0 (2,29)

Whereas, for a gliding parachute, from equations 2.18 and 2.25:

MG = -[L sin (a + *)-D cos (a + •)zo= 0 . (2.30)

together with aMl/aC < 0 . (2.31)
Some typical steady-state aerodynamic pitching moment characteristics for conventional parachutes have been

taken from the RecovL-y Systems Design Guide" and are shown in Fig. 2.15.

Pitching Moment Coefficient, Cra

Angle of Attack-Degrees
0.0001 , u

0 10.0 15.0 20.0 -225'.0 30.0 35.0o0oo°0°
SFig.2.1$ PITCHING I '"
MOMENT COEFFICIENT "

-0.300 STATIC STABILITY CRITERION- -

Based on Recovery Systems Design Guide
- Ref. 1.9 -

Flat 0 Conical U- 14% V, Cross * Cross
Circular Canopy Extended Canopy. Canopy.
Canopy Skirt Arm Ratio Arm Ratio

Canopy 3.0:1 3.8:1
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The aerodynamic pitching moment coefficient C. is dermed in a similar way to the force coefficients in
equations 2.1, 2.2,23 and 2.6 by:

C. = M (2.32)

14pV 2S.D.

the nominal diameter.D, being defined in equation 2.4.
Since pitching moments are the products of the normal force, N and an appropriate moment arm, when tabulating

experimental results it is important to specify precisely the location of the axis about which the pitching moment has
been measured. As equation 2.25 indicates, the system centroid, G is often an important location about which
pitching moments are required but as this is dependent on the mass of the payload which is suspended from the canopy
its location may not be known with precision at the time of performing aerodynamic experiments on the parachute
canopy. In much of the established pitching moment coefficient data for parachute canopies the point about which
this moment has been measured is unspecified. Often it is the suspension line confluence point which, for all
practical purposes, can be considered to be the system centroid. This lack of precision can make these data unreliable.
In his experimental data Doberrn-1 has overcome this problem by specifying the canopy centre of pressure location
relative to the canopy hem line at the skirt periphery.

The parachute canopies whose characteristics are shown in Fig.2.15 are all in equilibrium at zero angle of attack.
However, of the five canopies illustrated only those that are cross-shaped are statically stable at this angle, the other
three canopies illustrated exhibiting simultameous equilibrium and static stability at certain positive angles of attack.
For example, the flat circular canopy is in equilibrium and is statically stable in pitch at an angle of attack of about
20 degrees. These pitching moment characteristics are skew-symmetric about zero angle of attack, thus the flat
circular canopy described is also in equilibrium and i3 statically stable at -20 degrees angle of attack.

Both of these solutions are within the Oxz plane. The flat circular canopy exhibits the required equilibrium and
stability characteristics whenever it flies with its axis of symmetry vertical and the resultant relative airflow lies on
the surface of a cone whose axis is the canopy axis of symmetry and whose semi-apex angle is 20 degrees. Since no
particular direction is preferred, during descent the parachute oscillates through approximately ± 20 degreeo In the
literature such a parachute is referred to as an unstable parachute.

On the other hand, the cross (or cnrciform) parachute canopy of 3.8:1 arm ratio shown in Fig. 2.10, is referred to
as a stable parachute , It is in equilibrium and is statically stable in pitch at zero angle of attack. thus any disturbance
from Mi quili.lyiumn state will be attenuated. Since the angles through which stable parachutes oscillate depend on
the amplitude of the forces which disturb them from equilibrium, during descent they cannot be stated with any
exactitude. However, the oscillatory motion which ensues is often heavily damped, for reasons to be explained in
Section 4.3.2. Thus the observed oscillatory motion can be quite minimal and in the literature it is customary,
though inaccurate, to specify these small pitching angles through which stable, as well as unstable, parachutes
oscillate.

It is clear from Figl15 that the steady-state aerodynamic characteristics of cross parachutes are functions of arm
ratio, defined in Fig. 2.10 as the constructed length to width ratio of one of the two canopy arms. Normal force
coefficient variations with angle of attack for a variety of arm ratios are shown in Fig.2.16. Equations 2.2 and 2.29
indicate that a necessary condition fora conventional parachute to be stable in pitch is that dC#9a must be positive at
x = 0. For the cross parachute canopies shown in Figs. 2.16, this condition is satisfied by appropriate combinations
of arm ratios and fabric porosities, for example the curves drawn in Fig. 2.16a are for imporous canopies, showing
that a condition for static stability in pitch is that the arm ratio of imporous cross-shaped canopies should exceed
3.0:.1.

qI

- .4
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Fig 2.16a EFFECT OF ARM RATIO VARIATION
Normal Force Coefficient, ON CROSS CANOPY AERODYNAMIC

CN CHARACTERISTICS
0.25 " - -

11

0.20
0.15 J•,,

0.10

0.30 -2AI~ 0 0 3

.0.05, , j • .
-0.10

-0.20 .) ""Aspetct Ratio - 3.0

-0.25' t Aspec Ratio. 4.0

-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30

Angle of Attack- Degrees

Reference to Fig. 2.16b shows that Loss canopies with an ann ratio of 3.0:.1 can exh'bit static stability in pitch
provided that they are not manufactured from imporous fabric. Fgs. 2.4 and 2.5 have already made clear that the
porosity of the canopy has a very marked effect on parachute aerodynamic dcaraeistics.
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S Fig.2.16b EFFECT OF CANOPY POROSITY VARIATION •
ON CROSS CANOPY AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

Normal Force Coefficient, CN - She& & Cockrell, ref. 2.11 -

0.3

0.2 M .edium (13*) Porosity Canopy

-0.1

-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30

Angle of Attack, Degrees

Of course, cross parachutes are not the only canopies which exhibit static stability in pitch. As Figs. 2.3 and
2.15 have already indicated, a tendency to parachute stability is a consque of canopies increasing in porosity.
However, - Fig. 2.5 indicates, this is accompmi by a correponding reduction in drag coefficient and as explained
in Secton 2.3.3, leads to deterioratig descent characleristics. A considerab!- experimental test programme on
canopy stability was undertaken in 1962 by Heinrich ad Haak". A umber of its results are given in Chpter 4
of the 1963 Parachute Design Guidev.

L_ • ._.__. "Doherr, ref.210 - ,,

Normal Force
Coeffcient, C ,! j

0.100/

Angle off Atack Degrees

0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0

* FLAT (FIST) -0 ROBLMS IWSTnflY 41- Rt~GSLT
SEBN GUKDE R9ON CANOPY
CANOPY SURAMC CANOPY

CANOPY
Figure 2.17 is take fom Idate experiments! work parfoned by Dcheri'l in which he demonstrated the staic

stability in pitch oftain sod extile canopies and tat of a umber of doued pirachute canopies. In the reference

__________ 1
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q.•ved he indicated that there was some Reynolds number dependency in his results. He also showed that substantial
interfereace to the canopy's aerodynamic characteristics is often caused by the presence of the payload forebody.

Aerodymmiic characteristics of unstable conventional parachute canopies can be considepably changed by removal
of a panel or a portion of a panel. The consequent loss in axial symmetry results in the parachute acquiring a
horizontal component of velocity or 'drive' during descent and thus becoming a gliding parachute. Jorgensen and
Cockrell"' have demonstrated that the resultant relative airflow is then at a high and statically-stable angle of attack,
thus the parachute acquires a satisfactory descent performance.
2.3.3 Steady Descent

In a steady equilibrium descent it has been shown in Section 2.3.1 that. provided the payload drag is negligible
compared with that of the parachute canopy, the attitude of the axis of symmetry Ox for a conventional parachute and
of the axis Oz for a gliding parachute is verticaL Under these conditions, for conventional parachutes equation 2.12
reduces to.

mg = T (2.33)

If the parachute is stable then during descent its angle of attac is zero and from equation 2.7 Cr = C. Hence,
from equation 2.6, for a stable conventional parachute:

-'g = '/4Vj1S.C. (2.34)

From this equation it is evident that the descent velocity VD is inversely proportional to the square root of the
drag coefficient C1, It is also proportional to the square root of the parachute and payload weight and as the former is
generally negligible compared with the, latt the descent velocity can be considered to be a function of the weight of
the payload. It decreases as the ground is approached and the air density, p increases and it is inversely proportional to
the square root of the canopy surface area, S,. By measuring the descent velocity V0 and knowing the other
parameters the drag area of t parachute, CvS., can dutn be calculated.

It is normal practice to apply equation 2.34 to unstable as well as to stable conventional parachutes. This is then
an average determination made for a body whose angle of attack during descent will vary. It may therefore differ in
magnitude from wind tunne! derivations made at fixed angles of attack, Although with stable parachutes this
difference is nm marked with wistable canopies it could be significantL

Fig. 2.18 STEADY DESCENT OF A GLIDING PARACHUTE

Paraclute fLift

Weigsht ID&
mg L-d

Velocity down
glide path u Vertical

W component

velocity
Horizontal
component

velocity

For gliding pracbuts, from equation 2.16:

mg = Lcosyd + Dsin y, (2.35)

Thus, from dte defminions of CL and Chim equations 25 and 2 a the expression for cos y, in equation 7-19b:

Mg = 1I2pVS.[CL/ e T] (2.36)
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and thus v. (r(2.37)

As Fig.2.18 shows, the horizontal and vertical components of the parachute's resultant velocity, V3 are given
respectively by u and w, where aVecosy• (2.38a)

aid w VaSinyd . (2.38b)

From equation 2.37, the velocity down the glide path, V3 increases with increasing altitude and increasing wing
loading, mg/S. But for a given height loss, the horizontal distance travelled is a function of the angle. of descent 7d
which, equation 2.21 shows, is solely a fuction of the gliding parachute's aerodynamic characteristic, CtK1v

2.3.4 Froude Number, F
The Froude number F for a parachute is defined as:

F = V / D.g (2.39)

Since it relates the descent speed in a given gravitational field to the required size of the parachute canopy, this
similarity parameter is a very useful performance number. It is not wholly an aerodynamic characteristic of the
parachute, since it is a combination of the system's drag coefficient with its mass ratio, R.:

F 0C 1I(RC,) (2.40)

where the mass ratio R. is a measure of the ratio of air mass enclosed in the fully-inflated parachute canopy to
the payload mass n,, thus:

R. = pV/Ml . (2.41)

In equation 2A1 the symbol V denotes the representative displaced volume of an immersed body. For a parachute
canopy the representative displaced volume is considered to be that of a hemisphere which has a diameter equal to the
canopy nominal diameter DTh. Te concept of die representative displaced volume is further discussed in Section 4.2.1.

Fig.2.19 VARIATION OF THE FROUDE NUMBER WITH THE
MASS RATIO

ROTATING
FROUDE RCUE
NUMBER

A Low
Ig Moment

, , n 

n I G 

n 
of

Good Stability Inertia

P RACHUTES PARACHUTE

High Drag

MASS RATIO R* . .

This relationship between the Froude number and the mass ratio for parachutes is illustrated in Fig. 2.19, devised
by Doherr as a means of illustrating the descent characteristics for four different parachute classes. It illustrates
equation 2.40 which shows that for a given drag coefficient the Froude number F is inversely proportional to the mass

,I
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the latte is determined frmM th Product Of die, mouhI are and the raM Of COWy 40s8eM, VD. The voisMeri
outflow con be estimated from the air velocity U discArgig through an awe which, because of cug outs, is lees than
doe nominal afea of the canopy, together with the discharge determined (mm the product of the descent velocity and fte
cutout area The unknown velocity U at a pressure differece 4 equal to l/p2pf can be calculaled from equation
2.44, using previously determined values of k, and ks for the canopy fabric.

2.s sToxEs4Low PARACHUTE SYSTEMS
Whene the appliction is one in which very low descent velocities or very high altitude performance is required. the

resulting low Reynolds number leads to in a very diffevent, parachute concept. that of a S&Ak-flow parcrwhe system,
which Mlihodus has described.

If the Reynolds number is so small that inertia fboces are negligible compared with those caused by viscosity the
parachutes drag mechanism and therefore its basic shape will be changed. To achieve a low descent velocity the
canopy must be of an extremely lightweight construction of open-mesh fabic or els formed 6Dm very small diameter
widely-spaced filaments. ats nominal drag coefficient based on its total projected area could well exceed 1.0, While
its overall Reynolds number might exceed 10 000 when based on the canopy diameter, if It were based on the
filaments' diameter it could well be less than 0.5, a necessary criterion for Stokes flow. Because of the larg voids
present in such a canopy kcsns be packed into a very small container.

Nindereru describes studies fora Stakes-flow deeeao dytm. eige to PrOvid subsonic rate of descent at
altitudes up to 90 km (56 miles). Experiments were conducted in a high altitude tes chamber in which esther full scale
Reynolds number or full scale Knudsen number could be reproduced bet not both at the same time. The Knudsen
number Is the ratio )./L, where is the mean free path for the molecules of the gas in which parachute filaments,
having a typical linear dimension L, are immersed. Oue of Nfiedever's sample designs is for a Stokes-flow parachute
which weighs 0.44 Newtons (0.1 MO sand which supports a 4.0 Newton (0.9 "W payload. At an altitude of 45.8 km
(28.5 miles) its rae of descent would be 24.4 in/sec (80 ftse.).

Although suited to high altitud applications becase there the kinematic viscosity is high and aslow Reynolds
number is thus mor readily achived, Stokes-flow purachutes cmn be used successfully at muchs lower altitudes. An

eapie in nature of die Stoke4lw puschuft, founidat sea level, is the dandelion seed.
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APPENDIX TO SECTION 2
SOME COMMONLY-ADOPTED SHAPES FOR CONVEN7IONAL PARACHUTE CANOPIES

A Summary of Aerodynamic Characteristics, drawn from references 1.7,1.9 and 2.7.
2A.1 SOLID TEXTILE CANOPIES

Description Usate Aerodyamic

FLAT CIMCULAR CANOPY Charzvteristics
C3.VSrRUC~rcA ,,HEIA'AIC

Exhib~ts instability in
A low cost, light weight pitch, possessing a conc

oscillation of some 20-30"
canopy semi-apex angle. Clusters
deployment at low dyamic of flat circular canopies do
pressures. It is most widely no exii thsc~accitc
used by personnel And for sinm cacth canopy in mnecargo recovery, cluster is no longer at 00

angle of attack.
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Description Usage Aerodynamic
EXTENDED SKIRT CANOPY Characteristics

This canopy has a higher

Suitable for the airdrop of daig than a flat circular
m a crial and for the rcov er can py. It also has a

of drones. longer opering time, but it

Iowa opeing foces.

GUIDE SURFACE CANOPY

cowmý V~

•requently used as a pilot
pafutel forexuaction Has abigh geometric

+I purpose Has been used pomsity (15% to 30%).
with both very low and which gives it good
very high dynamic pvessums. staility in piuc .it is alsodhe Mach number ranging very reliable in inflation.

NL ~L from 0 to 3.0

2A.2 SLOTTED TEXTILE CANOPIES

Description Usage Aerodynamic
cROSS CANOPY Characteristics

A easily-constructed low Gooddamg icteris

cont parachute which an povided daft i1sis fequently used for the ae a porw y citdeceleraion ofare properly selected it
vehicesamd aircrat. Its hasma excellentvwlao an so Itsd stability in pitch.swapon deeeational arnd However, it displaysstabilisapon. 

a tendency to roa about
Co-rxcvON scrmWIM C sttabiAoisto its axis of symmetrc.

II
S..:. 

:.:.+A

+ Now
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Description Usige Aerodynamic
RIBBJON CANOPY Characteristics

A very sron camo" whic Ha owrda
1 isdminundoE annf efficiency than a solidINLARMOIad vehicle deceierption atextile csnopy but it
relaV*l high dynamic also asaecn
pressures 1up to 270 k11Wn stblt npth
(5 700 lb~ft 2)

CO4RING ESLOTCAtNOP

This is like a ribbon canopy but
with much wijrbu&, qLncM
Lise lead to t being relatively
cheap 1o mamifacture it is
frequeudy used forhigh dynamic coma 11wth thom.
Press=r cargo delivery and Of fth ribbon canopy.

W#LATIDPWIL* aircrft decoekeim.

2.3 GLIDING PARACHUTrE CANOPIES
The Ram-Air Canopy, dran from reference IS.9,2.3 and 9.1.

Descriptior Usage Aerodynamic

~ ~ Characteristics

desribed in rdf. 1.9 the Mostcomnmon
ar emopies which are ran-air inflosed.

SW MThey have a variety Of commcae The angle of descent % is
PaelSteins.U inversely proportional to fth

t:e aeY AMCharacterised by aeofoil ratio 14D (equation 2.19a).
whose aspect ratios re asIW larg 3:1.but atCSection 9.5.1

P However, in order that good contro is
maintained they are limitedA to a

RearSUiaseaion Lines mha e"nMbenshw niaximu of about 3:1.
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3.IRAJECTORY DYNAMICS

The object of Trajectory Dynamics aito predict the flight path for the system which comprises the combination of
a parachute and payload. In principle, provided the parschute's significant aerodynamic chwacteriac in particular the
canopy drag area CS., defined in Section 2.3.3. are known as a function of time, then the apipopriate equations of
motion for the parachute-payload system can be written and approximate numerical solution obtained. In the crwse
of the time over which these equations are valid the parachute might be undeployed, undergoing deployment, inflating
or be fully inflated.

For all but the simplest models of this system, the equations of motion ame not straightforward. Consequently,
their solutions, too, are complex.

3.1 THE TRAJECTORY SYSTEM. AXES SYSTEMS. DEGREES OF FREEDOM
The nature of the trajectory s•yem which it is necessary to consider, tUe axis system to be adopted and the number

of degrees of freedom which are required in the consequent analysis depend on both the input data which ar available
and the complexity of the solution which is required. The number of equations required to describe the rwotion of the
system depend on the number of degrees offreedom which the system possesses. A single body which can move
freely in a plane possesses three degrees of freedom. It requires three independent variables to define its position
relative to fixed axes, two co-ordinates to locate a chosen point in the body and a further co-ordinate to orientate the
body. The total number of co-ordinates required to specify the configuration of n unconnected bodies is 3n, but if
these bodies are connected together by various mwchnsms then degrees of freedom are lost.

In order to establish the equations of motion it is important to choose carefully the frames of reference which are
to be adopted. In Newton's laws, on which rgid-body dynamics is bwed, all motion is ultimately considered relative
to a sta•ionary reference frame. These laws state that the exterwal forces and moments which act on a system. together
with the system's inertia forces ad moments, are in a state of equilibrium. Inertia forces and mornents are the
reversed me of change of the system's linear and angular momenta

For most parachute applications, the earth can be considered to provide an absolute frame of reference and axes
which are fixed relative to the earth are termed earth-ftud axes. When the frame of reference is fixed relative to a
moving body, as could occur in a system consisting of a parachute canopy rigidly connected to its paylad, they are
termed body axes. In general, on both parachute and payload the aerodynamic and the inertial forces and moments
which act on the system can be determined relative to these body axes, since they are functions of the body resultant
velocity and its attitude. However, not only are the gravitational forces and moments determined relative to earth-fixed
axes but the trajectory of the descending system is ultimately required relative to these axes. Thus, in obtaining
solutions to trajectory dynamics problems, it is usually necessary to adopt both earth-fixed axes and body axes,
together with the geometric transformation relationships between these two axes sets. Since the payload can move
relative to the parachute it may be necessary to adopt more than one set of body axes, establishing some idealised
relatioship to describe the m~de of coupling between the parachute and ies payload.

There is no universally-agreed method of modelling the parachute-payload system. It is important to model the
system's mechanics in no more complex a manner than is appropriate to develop the required solution within the
constraints imposed by the available data. The approach adopted here owes much to Purvis. Two-degree of
freedom equations of motion are first described for the motion in two dimensions of a point mass representative of
both the parachute and the payload, subjected to both aerodynamic and gravitational forces. Next. a three-degree of
freedom set of equations is developed for two-dimensioal motion of a payload which is simply-connected to a
parachute of negligible mass. Using these equatiom, the consequences are considered of including the parachute
canopy mass in this trajectory dynamics model. The third case described is a three-degree of freedom model for a
parachute canopy assumed to be rigidly-connected to its paytond. Finally, reference is made to publications which
describe trajectory models with six or more degrees of freedom and to the use of finite-elment analysis in Oder to
model parachute canopies during their deployment and inflation phases as if they were a series of elastically-connected
mass nodes.

3,2 TWO-DEGREE OF FREEDOM MODEL
Consider the motion of a point mass in the x-z plane, shown in Fig.3.1. As this mass is considered to act at a

point, the system which it represents cannot possess any moments of inertia hence no moments are exertad on it. In
the plane Oxz, therefos,, the system possesses only two degrees of freedom, translational motion in the direction O-x
and translational motion in the direction 0-z.

On symmetry grounds, the point mms cannot sustain ay cemponeat of aerodynamic force normal to the line of
flight. Thus, the resultant component forces which act on it in the O-x aod O-z directions, F, and F,, are

respectively given byD.)

F, -(,+Ds~ot y,(3.1
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and F, = mg (D,+Dg)sin y, (3.2)

whmre m denotes the mass of the system inclusive of any added mas, Dp is the drag developed by die parachute,
Ds is die drag developed by the payload and y, is the angle of descent. Added mass is discussed in Section 4.

0 ,Ix

Dp+ Ds 2pV 2 (CD 0 + CA S

z

Mg

Fig. 3.1 TWO-DEGREE OF FREEDOM TRAJECTORY SYSTEM
MODEL

Measuring dte displacements x ad z relative to the arth-fixed axes O.x and O-z, since

x = V cos , (3.3)

And V = vsit,. (3.4)

then the trajectory equations am:

mxa = - (I/2)pVi (CDS.+ CASU) (3.5)

And mI = ,g - (/2)pVi (CDS.+ CASs) (3.6)

where CoS. is the parachute canopy drag ares, 5s denotes the payload reference area and CA the payload axial
force coefficient.

From known initial conditions of the parachute and payload, equations 3.3 and 3.4 give initial values of i and i.
Then, for known values of the payload reference area and axial force coefficient, the system weight mg, the canopy
drag area as a function of ime, together with the parachute system's initial altitude and velocity, equations 3.5 and 3.6
ar soluble. They yield as functions of time the system's horizontal and vertical co-ordinates, its velocity and its
flight path.

Initial values of i a•d•i can then be determined from the equations 3.5 and 3.6. These relationships ar fist-order
differential equations in i and i. Over short, finite time increments, At their solutions for i and i can be used to
update i and i. To achieve this end. a number of appropriate numerical integration schemes exist, of which the
following is illustrative:

Ox = 0i), + (), At (3.7)

and (0)3 - (z), + (0).At . (3.8)

3.3 THREE-DEGREE OF FREEDOM MODEL
When angular as well as linear motion in the Oxz plane is required for the parachute and its payload. then a three-

degree of freedom model is adopted. Purvis notes thu st this stage the method adopted to represent the parachute and
the payload must be considered carefully and lists four different asppwes:

.1
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(0. a massless parachute ik joined by a masslass rigid link to its payload, the link being pin-joined at its
attachment points;

(ii). the parachute and Its payload constitute a single rigid body;
(iii). the parachute and its payload each possess mass and each constitute a igergdsystem, the systems

being joined by a massless rigid link, and
(iv). the parachute is represented as an elastic system, the payload as a single rigid body.

3.3.1 The Massless Parachute Joined to the Payload
For the point mass system described in Section 32. the resultant aerodynamic force must, on symmetry grounds,

act along the flight path. But if the parachute is now represented•as a solid body, it need not possess axial symmetry
and then, in general, aerodynamic force components along and at right anglu to the flight path will act on it.
However, if m is made equal to zero. Fig 3.2 shows that the parachute is modelled as possessing no mas, then the
resultant force T, which it develops on the payload, must be equal and opposite to the parachute drag Dr acting along
te flight path.

m~z

mg ma = (T. Ddcos + Lu sin y,

mi = mg - (T- D,)sin y, - L, cos y,

Z Fig.3.2 FORCES ACTING ON THE PARACHUTE CANOPY

To develop the mtnslational equations of motion, carth-bound axes are used as in Section 31., but for the
rotation,: equation, body axes will be adopted.

0 ennt-,ixsd axer x

0• "'0 U' X

z1.. ROTATIONAL MOTION, USING BODY AXES

components a a genera point P within the body we.'

-O1f

•mmn•1Inm~uf~mmmmll 
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b,, 
Y
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au+q z, (3.9)

W w - q xr, (3.10)

Relative to these earth-fixed axes, the component rates of change of linear momentum for the body are therefore:

zm• = m,u + q-m~z, = Jmu (3.11)

and Xmir = m,,.w - q-mxpx =mp w. (3.12)

Whereas, relative to the body axes origin 0'. the rate of change of angular momentum in two dimensions can be
shown (e.g. Duncan'2) to equal IA where In is tde system moment of inertia about the body axis Oy'.

L 'x

M L

T -1D \ M (.

PAYLOAD AERODYNAMIC FORCES

SNormal component FN = 2/2pV2S1CN

a=-+y d Axial component FA = I/,pV2SSCA

Aerodynamic moment about payload centroid G

Fig.3.4 EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR A PAYLOAD JOINED
TO A MASSLESS CANOPY

From Fig.3.4, ute equationis of motion for the payload in three degrees of freedom are therefore:

mx =- Flsin 0 - FAI:os 0 .
1/pViCOS. (3.13)

m = - Fcos 0 FAsin 0 - 'I/pViCS. + mg (3.14)

and IXU = MG - '•pV'CSR(L-LG) sin a . (3.15)

In these equations the drag of die parachute D, has been expressed as '/ApV2CDSo, while m and In respectively
denote the total mass, inclusive of the added mass and the total moment of inertia, inclusive of the added moment of
inertia, for the system under acceleratior. Added masses and moments of inertia are explained later, in Chapter 4.
3.3.2 The Parachute and its Payload Modelled as a Single Rigid Body

The classical approach to the derivation of the equations of motion for the trajectory of a rigid body is to use body
axes for all the required equations. It is clearly desirable to use body axes for the rotational equations of motion: if
they are also used for translational motion the resulting equations can readily be lineadsed to determine the system
.• espsw to sma! distubance Thus Duncan.2 and Etkimn both use body axes in order to develop the equations
of motion for a rigid body such as an aircraft, moving through space.

In developing the dynamical equations of motion for descending psachutes, there ane two problems which do not
occur wia aircraf,. The first is the large angles though which parachutes can oscillate during their descent. These
night well limit the usefulness of any IL-emismion techniques which are developed as a pan of the solution procedure.

%
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The second problem is the necessity for the Introduction of added mass term in dhe parachutes equations of
motion. The fluid through which the parachute and store descend Is real rathe thant ideal and it will be shown in
Section 4 that it is necessary to add experimently-obtained values of certain added mass components into the

Whenadotingthein=classical approach of using body axes for both the transhlatonal and rotational equations
of motion dhe fundamental problem is that, relative to fixed earth-bound axes, die body axe rotate. However, in both

Fo parach t hee tm wtoyaayi adPirves has recommendtd the use of body axe for the aissociated rotational

The tasao motion equations expressed relative to earth-fixed axes, as in equations 3.13 and 3.14, do not include
termswhichincldite product of HwadAglrvlcte.Euto .6wihflos xrse h

parcbms euatonof motion relative to the body axis Ox and in so doing it includes the term (n~a,.)(rv-qw). The
presence oftr fthis form addt to the equation's complexity alid also, when the parachute's angular velocity
components p. quind r ame large, to the length ofldie proem for numerical olution ofldie equation. Using earth-fixed
axes rather than body axe for the system's translational motion can therefore simplify both die presentation and
solution of thes equations, though it will complicate the task of expressing the relationships for the system's attitude
angles.

in die presentation of the equations of motion inclusive of added mass terms, in accordance with Section 43.2,
only the two added mass coefficients ku and ku have been retained and these have been assumed to be know
constants, determied experimentally for the parachute system under consideration.

__________________Oxyz Axis system

Axi ofSlymmmt"XY, External force
__________components

vi; V c33 1 L,MA,N External moment

CL3  components
Maw0, , W almonent, O

p q; F-;-4 lnead veo ciie

XIN r;1  A SINGLEs BOD

exenL; aeodnai and] gr Vttoa moment componentsLMadNashoni g..,rltetoieoy

Pav an (3z
M a .& EmxQ~.UATIONS 1 .J) OF20 MOIN4OX PAACHTE-PYLOD MOELLD A
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N 1I + wx& + ru - pw) - I,.,)pq • (3.21)

In this family of equations die origin 0 has been located at the canopy centrold and the store, at a distance x, from
0, has been assumed to be rigidly connected to the canopy. The symbols I,, and 1,, have been used to denote
moments of inertia of the entire system about the axes Ox and Oy (or Oz) respectively and all and o;, to denote the
added mass components of the canopy in the directions of dte axes Ox and Oy (or Oz) respectively.

In accordance with equation 4.3, the added mass components aIand a, are given by:

%I, = ptVk,, (3.22)

and cc" = pVk. (3.23)

The symbols pand V respectively denote ,the density of the fluid in which the parachute is immersed and the
representative displaced volume of the parachute canopy. In compaison with other terms, the added masses and
added moments of inertia of die store have been neglected. The symbols uv and w, also the symbols pq and r refer to
linear and angular velocity components respectively, along and about the axes Ox, Oy and Oz, as shown in Fig3.5.

In this presentation, the reasoning of SedovU and others has been followed and the steady translational inertial
moments, such as (a,, -a,,)uw, have been neglected.

0 Origin of to-ordinate
system

G Parachute system centrold
AXSS.of.N cp System centre of pressure

Aios of N direcion VR Resultant velocity atSymmetry of moment origin

"o o'�kament M Angle of attack
xc 0 Inclination angle of

Aevodon fe z parachute system
developed on tha e R Resultant aerodynamic

been neglected force
een e X N Normal aerodynamic

force component
Sx T Tangential aerodynamic

force component

Fig.3.6 AERODYNAMIC AND GRAVITATIONAL
FORCES AND MOMENTS

Negiecting any aerodynamic forces developed on the payload, for a parachute which is oscillating in the Oxz plane,

Fig.3.6 gives for the external forces and moment about 0 acting on it

X = mg cos O - T (3.24)

Z = mg sin O - N (3.25)

M = N x. + (mg sin 0) x, (3.24)

and expressions like these, or the corresponding ones in three dimensions which are given by both Duncan" and
Etkin33, should be nserted into equations 3.16 to 3.21, the equations of motion.

When solutions are required in all three planes, Euler angle trmsforrmations appropriate both to the gravitational
forces and moments acting on the system and also to the trajectory solution which is being sought, are used to relate
the body axes to the earth-fixed set of axis.

The eqtuitions of motion given in equations 3.16 to 3.21 were developed from a model, originally published by
Tory and Ayres, of a parachute which was rigidly-connected to its payload. A somewhat similar five-degree of
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frecdom model for this system, but with rather different assumptions about the magnitudes of the unsteady
aerodynamic forces and moments, has been devcloped and published by White and Wolf".
3.3.3 The Parachute and its Payload Modelled as Two Rigid and Linked Systems

If the mass of the parachute canopy cannot be considered to be negligible, so that the parachute and its payload
comprise two separate but linked rigid systems, then appropriate modifications to equations 3.13 to 3.15 for the
payload can be written and solved in conjunction with the equations given in Fig.32. for the parachute.

For a six-degree of freedom coupled payload and pai ,chute model, Cutchins, Purvis and Bunton'" have
developed the concept discussed in Section 3.3.1 of using eart-fixed axes for the translational equations of motion and
body axes for the rotational equations of motion.

Traditionally however, this problem has been tackled by the method developed in Section 3.3.2, using body axes

for both the rotational and translational motions. For example, using two different sets of body axes, Schatzle and
Curry2 have developed a nine-degree of freedom model consisting of a system of equations for a forebody (or
payload) coupled to a parachute. They considered the aerodynamic formes and moments developed on each body,
together with the weight of the forebody. Similarly, allowing for the weight of the parachute as well as that of the
forebody, Doher-1 O developed a body axis model and among others, Wolf' has published a model for a coupled
payload and parachute. All these models start from the same premises but differ slightly in the way that they treat the
unsteady aerodynamic forces, in the presentation of their equations of motion and in the subsequent linearisation
techniques which they propose.
3.3.4 The Parachute as an Elastic System, Linked to a Rigid Body Payload

Sundberg't has explained the application to trajectory dynamics of fimite-element methods, which enable both
the canopy and its suspension lines to be modelled as flexible, distributed mass structures, coupled to a rigid payload.
This is a particularly appropriate model for the deployment and inflation phases of the parachute. An extension of
this earlier work has been made by Prvirsý.
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4. UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS

tDuring the deployment and inflation stages mid even during descent, much of a parachute's motion is unsteady.
Whethe the axi system which is adopted is earth-bound or is fixed within the caspy-store system, linear W angular
components of acceleration, along mnd about these axes, will occur. In this chapter the aerodynamic consequences of
this unsteady motion am discused.

4.1 INTRODUCTION TO THE UNSTEADY FLOW PROBLEM
In describing the unsteady motion of a body immersed in a fluid care must be taken in defining the constituent

parts of the system under consideration.
First. consider it to coasist of a sphere of mass m immersed in a fluid. Suppose this spher to be driven through

the fluid by a thrust T so that at time t the sphere is moving with an instantaneous linear velocity V(t) and an
instantarous linear acceleration V(t). On the sphere an aerodynamic force D(t) is developed. This force is larger than
the drag force D, which would be developed if it were to move steadily through the fluid at velocity V. The difference,
D'-D, certainly depends the instantaneous acceleration,V(t). Ai is discussed in Section 4..2, it may also depend on
the nature of the accelerated motion, though this may not be an important dependency.

The reason for this increased drag is that the fluid which surrounds the moving sphere will also acquire
momentum. Thus. as the sphere accelerates, not only is there a rate of change in the momentum of the sphere, mV,
but in that of the surrounding fluid. If this fluid were ideal, that is if it were incompressible and inotationr.., then the
rate of change of fluid momentum, Mt. is determinable by methods to be explained in Section 7. It can be expressed
by:

ir = D.-D = aV (4.1)

where a is described as an added mass component for the system. For a sphere whose volume is denoted by V,
linearly accelerating through an ideal fluid of density pi, the added mass component a, can be shown to be equal to
o.5pyv.

If the sphere were to accelerate through a reaffluid as distinct from one which is ideal, a similar added mass
component, a, but of a different numerical value from a4, would be develGped. A real fluid is one whose viscosity is
the cause for it to possess vorticity, hence to be rotational Writing the rate of change of momentum for the body
immersed in the real fluid as Mh'bnd assuming % to be independent of time gives:

bib. = T-D'

where frow. ,quation 4.1, since D'-D = aV;

then wMb T - D - otV

and tus (m + crV T - D . (4.2)

where D is the drag force which the sphere develops in steady motion. Unlik equation 4.1, equation 4.2 treats the
immersed body of mass m together with the fluid in which it is immersed as two constituent parts of a single
dynamical sys.em. The approach has a 120-year long history, extending from both Thomson and Tait- and
Kirchhoff'". Lamb' remarked that. "it avoids the troublesome calculation of the effect of fluid pressures on the
sur•aces of solids", which would be a nerisary procedure if the aerdynamic force D' were to be determined directly for
the unsteady motion of a sphere through an ideal fluid. Both the importane and the method of deiermining added
mass cormponet reeva••t to the motion of a parchute camopy through ideal fluld remains to be discussed in Section
7.1. No atnalytical methods ex- by which aerodynamic forc can be determiried for unstdily-moving bodies
immersed in real fluid: the ideal fluid concept gives an approximate model which, for a bluff body like a conventional
parachute, is of uncertain value.

In exactly the same way as that outlined in equation 4.1, whe any it.mersed body moves untemiy in any
direction through a fluid the aerodynamic forces and moments aw developed on it aiffer in magnitude fri their steady
state values. In a given problem, whether orr not this difference is of any enginpein. g .pignioce dends on the
relative magnitudes of the rate of change of momentum for t* immersed body, M, to usta of the fluid in which it is
inmered, 14 This rao is a function of:

(Q. the immersed body density comnpard with that of the fluid which it displaces;
(ii). the inmmsed body shape inclusive of its porosity, if any- mad
(iii). the direction in which these rues of choge of momenta occur.
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For parwachutes, the ratio is certainly of engineering significance when considering parachute inflation and also
when modelling the oslol y motion of parachute canopies in their descent through e air

4.2 THE ADDED MASS CONCEPT IN PARACHUTE UNSTEADY MOTION
4.2.1 General Considerations

There are two important applications of the added mass concept to unsteady parachute motion. The first is to
canopy inflation. Knacke- states that Scheub-J,"eported in 1946, was the firs to investigate added mai effects on
parachute opening processes and these will be discussed here in Sections 43.2 and 53. The second application is to
the parachute's dynamic stability characteristics in pitch during its fully-inflated descent motion. Whereas static
stability has been shown in Section 2.3.2 to be concerned with the direction of the moments developed on a parachute
system after it has been disturbed from the equilibrium state, dynamic stablity characteristics are related to the
frequency and to the damping of the oscillatory unsteady motions which then ensue. To analyse these motions
satf ctorily it is necessary to write and to solve systems of equations similar in form to those expressed in Section
3.3. For the adequate analysis of both -.e canopy inflation phase and the oscillatory motion of the parachute system
when the canopy is fully inflated, it is first necessary to determine the added mnss components appropriate io a given
sanopy shape. If analytical methods are to be adopted, it is necessary to assume that the fluid field in which the
parachute cano",y is immersed is ideal.

With the application to parachute canopies in mind and following Lamb and Milne-Thomson4 S among other
authors, Ibrahim4 in 1965 evaluated some of thu added mass components for cup-shaped parachute canopies in Oa
fluid flow. Later, Klimase. demonstrated that these analytical values are strongly dependent on the porosity of the
canopy. By methods such as they adopted it can be shown that the canopy added mass component a is a function of
iu shape and attitude. It is also propotoral to the body size and the fluid density. pt thus:

S= kvpoV. (4.3)

where, in ideal fluid flow, the added mass coi;rlcient k1 is a constant for a given immersed body shape and
attitude. The symbol V is used fcr the represemutave displaced volume. When. i straightforward definition is
possible, e.g. for an immersed sphere, the representative diplaced volume is the actual displaced volume. For a
parachute canopy it is conventionally considered to be that of a hemisphere (though some authorities define the added
mass coefficients for a cano in terms of a sphere rather than a hemisphere) having a diameter D. equal to the
nominal diameter of the canopy, it

V = XD.3/2 . (4.4)

• Fg(i -, - -•(
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Table 4.1 ADDED MASS COEFFICIENTS DETERMINED ANALYTICALLY
FOR 4DLUFF BODIES IMMERMED IN IDEAL FLUIDS

(after Roberts'm")
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Somec appropriate analytical vaueus of added mass coefficients ame given in Table 4.1. In this Table the addcd
moment of inertia coofficient kv measred about an axis at right aiuglas to the plane corwining; k~ and its. is defined
in terms of the added moment of inertia component au as

ksg U104 (4.5)

%liemo I is the moment of inertia of the fluid in the representstive volume. For a parahute canopy:

I~ = (p~~V)I6 .(4.6)

the density of the fluid ht which the canopy is immersd being denoted by pt.
A number of experiments Lqve been performed to determine the added mass comnponents for bluff bcdies moving

unsteadily through fiuids since at ieal as long ago as 1826. when Bessel"g tested the periodic motion of a spherical
pendulum, both in air and under water. As shown in Table 4.2, many of these, results hawe proved to be inconclusive.
Often the added mass components which lave been evaluated differed only marginay from those obtained analytically
for unsteady motion through an ideal fluid. Howewr. other teats have shown sonte s:2-kd differences.

ISHAPE INVESTIGATOR k RENOLDS NATURE GF WEXPMENT

(Axial) NUMER

Sphere Bessel - 1826 Air 0.9 - Oscillating Spherical Pendulumn
Water 0.6 -

Lunnon - 1928 Air & 0.5 104 tot 105 tnk~rectlonal
to

Water 2.0
McEwan-1 911 Water 0.5 - Oscillating Totslonal Pendulum
Rolf & Water 0.8 - Oscillating I orsional Pendula-m
Jones - 1918
Cook - 1920 Waer 0.5 1O0 FroteFanl
Frazer & 9 19  Water 1.0 104 Unldiretlondior

Simmons- to 2.G
Flat Oraceir. 1947 Air- 0.94 Oscillating Pendulum
Plate & 0.96
Disc- e-torakc -Yu Va-sOscillating Torsional Pendulum

-1.442 0.81
lbrahimn-1 965 Water 0'.8 103 Oscillating Torsloital Pendulum

Besl49 unn4.10,; McEwan 4.11 ; Rolf & Jones 4.12; Cook 4.13; Frazer & Sknmons41;

1. raeet4.15; Yee-Tak Yu 4.16; Ibrahim 4.17 .4

* Table 4.2 ADDED MASS COEFFICIENTS DETERMINED EXPERIMENTALLY
FOR BLUFF BODIES IN REAL FLUIDS

4.L.2 Determining the Added Masn Composents
* ~~In their determination of the added mass components from suitably-designed expeiments mosm workes adopted

methods similar to those which Iverseni and Balent' t' described in 1951. Firom equation 4.2;

(a+ =) T -D

and writing the stuady-same dragl D as equal to 'I3pVR2S.C 0., they considered the appropriat component of
aerodynamic force, F(t) to consist of two parts: one which could be expressed in terms of the instantaneou velocity.
V(t) and tI' other which could be exprossd in terms of the instaittimeous acceleration, V(t). Thus in unsteady flow
the t~otlaeodnaic forceF(t) at tmet waswritenin teims of oefficieniss anad b

F(t) V3(t),+ bi(t) .(4.7)
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It remnains to devise an appropiate experimental pigaumm from which to determinc a ad b.
Om way of do"S this is would be to mease the aerodynamic fowce, Fi Ma steady velocity V r•st, so obtaining

thea.omponent L The component b would then be iva from ft difeence in magnitude betweaen te arodynamic
forces developed on the immersed body In correspowding umteady and smeady motion, F(t)-F,. Using eq&ation 4.3, the
apropriate added mass codficient codd then be calculated hom the component b. This mehod aassues ta the
velocity-dependent component of acrodynamic fo•ce in unsteady motion is unchanged from its cespo•n•ding value in
steady motion, an assuption. which is diffitcult to justify on physical grounds.

In a method applicable to peuioi motion, which owes much to both Sapkays & Lwesonul and also to Bearman
et al'•, average values of the compornet a and b are calculated by first multiplying equation 4.7 either by V(t) or by
V(t), then taking iman values of the resulting relatidonship over a period T, so that

Sq•LT F(t)V(t) dt - I/,I•T aVi(t) dt + '/,I'. bV(t)V(t) dt (4.8)

and I/T .F(t)i(t) dt = tITJI. aVl(t)i(t) dt - 'i4l' bi`(t) dt . (4.9)

Average valucs of a and b can then be determined, since

:i V(t)V(t) £4 = JJ V'(t)Y(t) dt = 0. (4.10)

A simpler procedure would be to apply the method described in Section 2.4 by first writing equation 4.7 in the

(F(t)/V"(t)) = a + b(V(t)/V1 (t)). (4.11)

This is # unea relawionsim p between the two variables (mY/V(t)) and (V(t)mV1 t)). Having ploted exprmental
damt in this form, regression analyds can be used to yield values for the two components a and b.

An advanange of this lawte technique over the ono described previously is that it Is immediately possible to ee
from the graph of equatiom 4.11 if the two components a and b ame sesibly constant over an entire period, or if they
vary. For eumpt, ttye could possess diff-rent values when the acceleration of the system is positive from those
whn it is negative. An illustration by Uwood'i, in the course of his detlmination of Table 4.3, is shown in Fig.

Fig. 4.1 DETERMINATION OF
THE COEFFICIENTS a AND b ao.o
BY THE METHOD OF
EQUATION 4.11 70.0

60.0 '
,V2

4:1 Arm Ratio Imporous Cross Canopy, 50.0 *
u Table 43 44O.

30.0
20.0

10.0

I I C0.01
-0.80 -0.60 -0.40 -0.20 0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80

4.1. 7Th graph indicates th although equation 4.7 is - approxinatin it can serve as an acceptable engineering
relationship for the mseady modymi faomP( developed on jaracbm cawpes.

Experimental coditins under which the variom tests reported in Table 4.2 were peformed varied greatly. In
some, the unseady motion was unidirectional In others it was either wholly oscillatory or a coabinatio of these
two modes thk ofd minaiao ofte ade mat coeficimv toot i someexperiment average values of
aerodynmik force weoe detmined, in others intaanmeous values were obmained. In most of these tests, the
experimental uncerainty with which the added ms coeficien wa obtained was high.

Aong, Vm, Amio and Undell have s dd ti the mn which unsteady motion is impared to
an immered body is stgnifcan d there is a silificat weig of experimental evideme to support their view.
They suggpstW that only if the m long periods of cons velocity or contant acceleratio n the an no

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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sesodynamicfa frceJ(t) be well expressed solely in mirss of the instantruaods velocity, V(t) and Wh intutttineous
aoelrp'! nV~) In thmananurpiaoud in euation 4.7. Jailnai itlsae ht'i rcieo xr~n
fldd form as a hm~m of die imusvelocus vdotadaccelarstion of thebody(or the fiak') hcarrkdovam to
engineering problems in which convecti acelrwations, flow separation and wad= ar important (nonlinear) cases.
Tlie famc hs dcseninedexperimentally aid its reationship to velocity, aceein ad other pismewer is expressed
inae vaetvof ways. Mle equations may, or may amr include a added ama tam and. if they do, it may be a constant
or afilnttion of various persuieses. Thiechoiced depnson the kind of wo and,so some examn, on theview f
the aghsor'. Insead they proposed dt atamor eVaud tot. of e~istion 4.7 shiould be written:

F(t) a aVi'(1) + bi(t). fle~w Plistory term (4.11s)

die form of the Witer uam dependin on the cainser it, which die nasteady motion is impasted so the immersed
body.

4.3 SIGNIFICANCE OF ADDED MASS COEFFICIENTS TO PARACHUTE UNSTEADY
MOTION PREDICTION
4.3.1 Their Historical Importance

Foir flWi dynamical problems concernin.g parachute cuiopiMss whosedrag-producing capb-:ablte are a~ong their
nmu significant Aerodynamic charactcrist-ki, to base analysis on the assumption thaat the fluid through which the
canopy descends is ideal would appear to be cunrealistic, fa, su rch a fluid no separated! wake could be devek4ned and
steady motion descent would necesarily be drag free. It is thus clear that results obtained from such a mathematical
model must be validated through appeal to aprorate experimental programmes.

Considering die Canopy deployment and inMation application and based on flow visualisation studies for minlating
parachute canopies, Lingard'n aid other ha sugnusted tha sine cancpy deployment is a vwzy rapid procms it
may well be realistic to consider the surrounding flow field as though it were iinouationsi and thuss, if 4t were also
effecively incompressilas idWeal. O'Hare"', for exnmple, assumed that die added mass coefficient forma inflating
perachuse aopy was equal to dthafor a flat disc immersed inan ideal fluid. with a diameter equal to that of the
canopy and thus during inflatio its added mas would increase as the cube of its diamecter.

In his 1944 poweron parachute descent behaviour, Henaý" discussed the significance of xldcd m assoponents on

effecht ote detriaino aaht ynamic stability. Lecle hs opnnscaseer, Lsoer'airfin=='land Htenn' eqationswer BofthHem
afd hfsie adsown that addbied mass oefthecienop nts weeofA imor thnein determiningiparachteo dynamic stabiedomty
charadcterdsics elister commente onshe unsmato isfactory proceure anf usaing analyticalralhutes derpyuived frmth

behaviourof ideal fluids around bluff parchte canopies, for these coefficients.
Whit and Wolf's37 1968 pape on parachute dynamic stability and WolfV' late 1971 contribution, while

recognising that the added mass coefficients were sesors nevertheless over-simplified! the problem of representing
parachute unsteady motion. Mare recently Eawon has reformulated the analytical problem, discussing the relative
significance of the analYtical values for the added mas coefficients which various anthors have obtaied Howeverhe
preseitu its solution without recaounse to eperPi menally-determined added mas coefficients.

In 1965 Ibraidam' published a pape describing an experimental method of dteermining added moments of inertia
for parachute canopies. Apmr from this earlier work, systematic experiments to determine added mass coefficients for
parachute canopies wereno am ported until Yavue-* first published his work in 1962.
4.3.2 Their Contemporary Importance

During canopy inflation thee isnso doubt that the effects of added mass am of significance. If they were neglected
and insteads a serie of stad flow solutions were obtained for canopies with increasing degrees of inflation in
potenia flow, it is highly unlikely that good apiroximnations would be obtained for pressur distributions within the
infating canopies. In the continufty relationship given as equation 5.10 in Section 53.2 Heinrich introduced the
added mas of the inflatiag canopy. However, as the aerodynamics of canopy inflation is still verny much in its
infanicy, even very approimatme estimate for the pressure distribution round the infating canopy would be of real
value. Insufficientmaterial has been published to warratany, furtherdiscussion here of canopy added masses during
thieiflation p-ces in consequence only the dyinamic stabilty pitching characteristics; of fully-inflated! canopies will
becomideud.

Forea body which moves unsteadily throuigh a fluid the added mas coefficients form a second-order sensor with
twenty-one'lg ind pedn componentscomprifsin sxin which bofthteforcad theacelerationcompon ~ent r
trnsaory, skix nwhihbathmoments a id agla cceeratindm pone are rorary and nine whkichdescibe mixed
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Sujnslatly and rotary behaviour. Following dhe form of the equatios deuived in Section 3A4 for a parachute system

with six degreeM of freedom and after making a mamber of simplifying assumption Cockrell and Doh'• argued tha:
for a conventional parachute canopy considered to be rigidly conr.cted to its payload and for which, as shown in
Fig.2.1, Ox Is the axis of symmetry with planes of .ymmetly Oxy and Oxz, only four indel. ndent ard significant
added mass coefficiew need be considered. In the te-sor nomenclature which they adopted the first sub&cript denoted
the direction in which the unsteady force was measure! and the second that of the aceleration causing the added mass
component under consideration. The numbers 1.2 and 3 implied linear motion in the dhctions of the axes Ox, Oy
and Oz respectively whilc 4,5 and 6 described angular motion respectively about the axes Ox. Oy and Oz. Thus k,, is
th, added mass coefficient (reforred to as the axial added mass coefficient) which is determined when an x4rected force
is measured on a canopy undergoing an x-directed linear acceleration, iLe along the axis of symmetry.

These fouw significant added man coeficients am

(A). kit = aIV; (4.12)

(ii). = k, ; (4.13)

These latter me, respectively, the added mass coefficients determined when a y-directed force is measured on a
canopy undmergoing a y.directed linear acceleration and when a z-drected force is measured on a canopy undergoing a z-
directed 2lear aocelestio They aren frn their appropriate added mass components a2 and o63
in exac:ly the same way as was kj in equation 4.3;

(ii). k= k". (4.14)

These are the added moment of inertia coefficients determined when a moment about the y-axis is measured on a
canepy undergoing an angular accleration about the y-axis and when a moment about the z-axis is measured on a
canopy wndergoing an angular acceleratiou about the z-axis respectively. As has been shown in equations 4.4,4.5
and 4.6, they are nor-dimensionalised from their respective added moment of inertia components, c and ao thus:

k= , 3I/(xpD.$l192) (4.15)

and k. = otz/(xpj./I192) (4.16)

(iv). The remaining sgnifcant added mass coefFicient is:

k= k", (4.17)

non-dimensionalised from oa2 = %, This is the added mass coefficient which is determined when a y-
direcaed force is measured on a campy underSoig an angular acceleration about the O-z axis, or when a z-directed force
is measured on a canopy undergoing an angular 2oceleration about the O-y axis. Yavuzg'T has shown that if the
origin of the co-ordinate system is located close to the canopy centre of pressure then this latter coefficient is of
negligible magnitude.

Hence the problem of determning added mass coefficients has become one of determining experimentally only
three added mas coefficients, k1 , kn= knand kjs= kw•. These three can be further redu•d to two coefficients. If the
origin of the co-ordinate system is iocam close to the canopy centre of prssure then the apparent moment of inertias
of the cMopy, cc about the axis O-y and ow about the axis O-z will be totally dominated by the moments of inertia
of the payload and hence they can be neglected.

The two remaining added mass coefients are k and&W k = k. In the detrmination of parachute dynamic
stability cbhacteristics these can be shown to be slgniticamL

In tes performed on parachute canopies which moved steadily under water while they were frced to oscillate in
either their axial or trar•verso direction, Cockrell, Shen, Harwood and Baxtew& obtained the average values for the
added mass coeficients k1l sad Ica which are given in coumns 5 and 6 of Table 4.3. From these experiments it is
evident that the rea fluid flow values abained for these added mass coefficients substantially exceed the potential flow
evaluations which Liamb, nnrshm and others earlier deemeind.

Using Table 4.1 and idealising a parahute canopy into an ellipsoid having a length/diameter ratio of 0.5,
analytical values for the added mass coefficients kil = 0.70 and kn = 021 can be obtained. Thee e based on the
ellipsoid's displaced volume, whih is equal in magnitude to that of a hemisphere whomse diamee is equal to length of
the ellipsoid's majr axis. Henceý for this model for the paiachute canopy, analytical values based on the canopy
psjeDCed dismetr are also 0.70 and 0.21 respectively. Assuming the projected diameter to equal 0.7 of the nominal

-Now
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poetddiameter wre also 0.70 and 0.21 respectively. Assuming; doe projected diameter to equal 0.7 of the nominal
diametr dhe analytical values, in terms of the representative displaced volume based on nominal canopy diameter D,.
would equak

kl 1(analytlcal) = 0.24; kJ3AnUalytlca) = 0.07. (4.18)

Corresponding values which Doherr and Salais' used, writen in twom of the nominal canopy diameter D. and
the present axis convention were

k1l(analytical) = 0.34; k3l(aualytlcal) = 0.17. (4.19)

CAOY Steady Un- 'Ma U 0 Ade

TYPE Staec -sterny Steady Unsteadly k1l k33
Motion SO"t Modon Axa lThnsverse

I indian /raiand_
Round Canopies:
Without Drive Slots 0.63 0.64 - 0.40 - 1.1 0.2
With Dive Simt 0.61 0.57 -0.26 - 1.0
Cross Canopies:

3:1 Arm Ratio
tiiporous 0.64 0.68 -0.19 -0.13 2.4 0.3

Very Porous.ýP:23* 0.66 0.67 .0.46 +0.41 I 0.8 0.1
Im4:1 Arm Ratio I .71.61+04 . .

mporous -1.7 07 +0.52 .04 16 01
cubic ft~sq.fL/sec. measured at 10 inches of water pressure

Table 4.3 EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR PARACHUTE
CANOPIES IN STEADY AND IN UNSTEADY MOTION

(after Cockrell, Shen, Harwood and 3axter'-' and later revised by Harwood"~)
Ibrahimn". modelling the canopy as if it were a spherical cup, obtained a value of k,, (based on projected liameter)

of about 2.6. In terms of nominal diameter D. this becomes a value of about three times that in equation 4.19; of the
order of the experimental values shown in Table 43. They vary with die volume of air enclosed by the canopies and
they decricase appropriatly with increasing canopy porosity. The uncertainties in the measurements of the transverse
added mass coefficients Lu are high but they are seen to be of the order of one fifth to one tenth the comcponding
values of k,,

+ -~ - Fig. 4.2 EFFECT OF ADDED MASS
SJJhL~ COEFFICIENTS ON CANOPY

DYNAMIC STABILITY
A ---- --- i- - - after Doher & Sallinds, ref.4.311

I ki A

120 Sybl0nb- ohps " 3

01S~O Curveac- 0 pomthnC

Dimensionless Damplug *

The velocity-dependent tangential force coefficients measured In these tests mad preiened in column 2 of Tabl 43
x., approdcnausey equal the corresponding tantential force coefficients in steady motion give in column 1. Values of
fdCo/dot LaosO determined i unsteady mwi mid presented in column 4 of the table do riot differ appfeciably from,

NowI



their steady-stat equivalent values [dC,,/du L&o, Presend in column 3. These similarities impl7 that becausfufly-inflatad parachutge canopies osilat relatvely slowly during their descendedsen oino prhusecanopies can be considered to be quasi-steady. in the appropriate unsteady flow equations of motion, the axial addedmass coeflicients appea to be of considerable significance aid .nnouo be ignored.By appropriaeid linearising the equations Of motion shown in Section 3.2.2 and thereby analysing dynamicstability in Pitch, Dohey sand Saiaishý have shown that the single Most importan aerodynamic characteristic aParachute canopy should possess in Order for it to exhibit dynamic stability in Pitch is that at an equilibrium angle ofattack the rat of change of normal force coefficient with aingl of attack, dCN/do. ,must be large and positive. This,as shown in Section 23.2, is the mane condition AS that for static stability in pitch.Where k"Isr greater than it" which COCkrefl, Shea, Harwood and Baxter 44 have indicated to be the case for
conentona P~ichtecanopiMtes, fec of the added mass coefficients in the Parachute equation of motionistincrease the frequency of Pitching oscillations Over what they would be in their absence, with little correspondingeffect On the oscillationl damping rae. A typca root-locu diagram1 from reference 4.29 is shown in Fig.41..In the curve a shown in this figure both the axial and the transverse added mass coefficients have been neglected.'ty Mcnideing the added mass coefficients k,, and k,3 to have equal values the cure b has been obtained. With thiscJbaraclcr.'tjc here is A grtase freqluency Of oscilation for a given value of dCI/gx than is shown in curve a. Thbecurv^- I- "-Plem the Uxkciiion that kj,= 2 x k,. Hecre the frequenco i tchnosiltosascsdebyicrsdand there ii *ls a mildly dtstabiiisinig tendency.yofplhnosiatnsascsdebyicrsd

li. sau"i ry, unstedy aerdynzic effects On Parachute dynamic stability in pitch are only of real cneuneifd C~ /dr ~ .i s s alL ~ ig if t is s t e se in un steady flow the axial added m ass coeft iie* t ks, has a destabiliz-ing10r-encY. S10e. added 'masses are volume dependent whereas aerodynamic forces are area dependent, this destabilisingttA.4eY wil! Licrease as the size of the paracru~te caniopy increases.
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S.PAL4CHMI DEPLYhMEN AND INMATION

Since parachutes must be designed to be sufficiently strong to withstam4sh opening loads which occur as part of
dise Inflation prc-~os, when considering parachute aerodynamics an appreciation of the parameteus which influence these
loads aid the manner in which they telate to these independent parameters is of fundamental conccra. Because inflation
is an unsteady serodynlmic phenomenon in which there atre acessary changes in the canopy shape during the process,
it is no simple matte to develop an adequate inflaio model. Aerodynamic models which are available range from
rcadily-usable empirical methods to models which by comparison are so complex as to be almost useless to the
parachute deigner.
5.1 INTERACTION FORCE BETWEEN CANOPY AND PAYLOAD

During the canopy deployment phase, the time-varying interactive force developed between the canopy and its
payload significantly exceeds its steady-SIMt value and it is therefore of importance. This interactive force can be
measured and interpreted either when the parachute-payload system is in free fligt or when it is in a wind tunnel.
However, it is very difficult to establish a mathematical model which contains all the relationships necessary for it to
be adequat for design purposes. From euch a model the maximum loading during deployment and inflation is
certainty required. Some informatio is deeirable so that the trjectory of the parachute end payload during the inflation
process can also be predicted. From mom Sophisticated models it might be possible to predict with confidence: the
stress distribution over the canopy. It cerainly would be desirable if, during the inflation process, the model were

caale of predicting the canopy shape and Sime
Methods of analysis have been deweloped in three differen directions:
(i). the determination of physically-based relationshipz, the closur of which depends on the development of

appropriate empiricalaeprssions;
(Hi). the reprodluction of dynamic similitud in either full-w~ale or model Mes situations through the establishment

of appropriate flumctional relationships for the vrquied unbiown parameters; and
(iii). the construction of complex mathiematical modes which depend on knowledge of fth pressure distribution

awound the inflating canopy in oir- w estabis the force required to drive the inflation process
S.1.1 Expression for the Interactive Forces F,

In order to develop expressions for the time-varying force which is developed between the cmiopy and its payload.
consider in the direction of the flight path the separate equation of motion for the parachute canopy and the payload. as

jF, Ialezectlv Voie tetyren Pazacuta

l~~ju~~~oa ofKolo fi em hu

Equadutlo of Kotloak for Pqwks"
DD.ug~a~ mkg

Fig.5.1 IQUAITOWS FOR Tnz !nTrnACTIY FORCE, F,

an shorwaniaFig 5.1.
Fa orh paracute catipy. neglecting iUs comiponent of weigiR down the Fight path in compariso with fth canopy

drag Dr and dohe utrctve force F1 :

F, Da + U.mV .,V(.)

As LingaR" has indicaed, the tota interactive force F, depends on both fth aerodynamic: forcD, and the

inertial forc -(snV + iiV). Wheo establishing the inertial fo drcesing the deployame ntmd inflation phases,
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developing an expression for the canopy mass, inclusive of its added mass (the latter defined in Section 4.1) as a
function of time presents rean difficulties. The aerodynamic force could be measured directly in an appropriate wind
tunnel test, as could the inertial force, e.g. Lingards', but if the canopy is rigidly mounted in the wind tunnel the
measured interactive force would not include the inertial term in equation 5.1.

In figure 5.2a conditions in such a wind tunnel test are shown. Under these circumstances, not only is the inertia
force excluded but as the canopy inflates the velocity of air relative to it does not decrease but will remain of constant
magnitude. The measurement of the interactive force is described as having been made under an infnite mass
condition, since if the canopy mass were infinite then under the action of a finite force there could be no deceleration of

"FS (a). ,teractive Forces
,* measured in a Wind Tunnel
* (Infinite Mass Case)

M, measured in the free atmosphere
o (Finitc Mass Case)

F, Snatch Force F, Peak Opening Force F, Steady-State Force
t, Inflation Time

Fig 5.2 Forces Developed Between the Canopy and the Payload
During Inflation

(after Knacke')

the relative airflow.
By contrast, in figure 5.b canopy inflation is shown as takipg place under free flight conditions. Under such

circumsmaces deceleration of the relative aiflow occurs and there is a consequential reduction in the interactive forces.
Appropriate measurements are now described as having been made underfinite mass conditions, when the peak opening
force F, occurs considernbly earlier than at the instant when the canopy becomes fully inflated.

The processes of canopy deployment and inflation can be divided into a number of distinct stages. The rust of
these is before deployment. when no aenodynamic force is developed on the canopy. The trajectory of the canopy and
the payload system is then solely deternined by the system's initial conditions and by the payloads aerodynamics and
weight. Next follows the initial deployment stage, which ends when di.e canopy rigging lines sr. fully stretched. As
this occurs the interactive force peaks to a local maximum, called the lines .a smach force. Then follows the
inflation stage: this is from the instant at which the parachute canopy begins to open until it first reaches its normal
fully-inflated projected ara. At the c3mmencement of this third stage the canopy skirt forms a mouth which begins to
open and inhale the air. Within the canopy this inhaled air forms a ball which moves down the length of the partly-
inflated canopy to the vent, with which it impacts. Once this impact has occurred the canopy begins to inflae radially
and during this process the interactive force achieves a peak opening load As figure 5.2 indicates, this peak opening
load is the maximum interactive force which tme system epieences.

In this figure the interactive forc are shown as functions of time, the itrlation time t, being that between the
peak of the lines-taut sntch force and dte peak value of the inflation faca or, mote strictly, between the peak values of
their respective coefficients. Though the inflation time Is shoner than the rORi time :, defined as the time taken

r I'_--. _ 7 F ._I '-- -- -. . ..
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pirluction of the snatch force to the Instant at which the canopy first reaches its steady-state diameter and is thus
considered to be fully inflated, in an experimtental situation the inflation time is more clearly defined than is the filling
time.

5.2 CRITICAL OPENING AND CLOSING SPEEDS. SQUIDDING
Consider an uninflated canopy in a wind tunnel. If the relative velocity of the airflow is increased a speed will be

reached at which the canopy will just inflate. The practical applications of parachutes ensure their usage at much
higher rclative air speeds than this minimum inflation speed so this latter is not considered to be one of the canopy's
critical speeds.

If in the wind tunnel the canopy were now fully inflated at a relative airflow which is above this minimum
inflation speed and if this relative velocity were now gradually increased, conditions would eventually occur at which
the canopy collapses to a form in which its maximum diameter was only between one-quarter and one-third of its fully-
inflated diameter. Sin:e the shape of the canopy then resembles that of a sqid, this phenomenon of canopy partial
closure, occurring at a critical closing speed, is termed squidding. The occurrence of this squid configuration is a
consequence of premature equilibrium betwees the radial pressune load and structural tension, thus the critical closing
speed varies from one canopy shape to another and is a function of the canopy porosity. Still further increases in the
relative air speed do not cause the squidding parachute shape to alter greatly. When the relative air speed is reduced
below this critical closing speed the crown of the squidding parachute begins to inflate and at some considerably lower
relative air speed, called the crical opening speed, the canopy suddenly opens fully.

Since it is the maximum speed at which the canopy fully inflaes the critical opening apecd is of Importance and
the velocity at which a canopy is required to deploy must be less than the critical opening speed. Once the canopy has
fully inflated, the air speed relative to it seldom increases any more and thus the critical closing speed is of much less
practical significance.

5.3 CANOPY INFLATION THEORIES
In his 1927 examination of canopy inflation physics, Mtlller" applied the principle of conservation of mass to the

control volume defined by the physical boundary of the parachute canopy. In so doing, he stated that the rate of
increase of the canopy volume was equal to the product of the canopy mouth area and the canopy speed, Infilling time
models which developed from this work empirical expressions were established for the variation of the canopy mouth
area with time during inflation. Through his proposal that "the distance necessary for the complete inflation of a given
canopy is a constant and is proportional to the linear dimensions of the parachute", Scheubel" idealised the inflation
process into one in which the assumed shape of the canopy remains effectively constant as its size increases. His
flling distance inflation theory which resulted was extended by OHare", who adopted a rather more sophisticated
shape for the inflating canopy than Scheubel had proposed. It was then further developed by others who established
relatively simple and effective inflation theories. Since Scheubel's hypothesis is generally valid and since the
empirical relationships upon which these inflation theories depend must fit the circumstances for which they have been
formulated, these empirical inflation theories are reliable and have been very widely adopted. However, Roberts and
Reddy" have commented that their essential weakness rests in their acceptance as a necessary input of the shape which
the inflating canopy adopts, rather than this time-dependent canopy shape being determined instant-by-instant as a
significant output from the inflation calculation.
S.3.1 Semi-empirical Inflation Models Based on the Filling Distance Concept

In a wind tmmel test at a constant relative wind speed V. i.e. under infinite mass conditions, consider the
instantaneous peak opening force F, to be measured on the inflating canopy compared with the correspondlig steady-
state force F,. measured on the fully-inflated canopy. The raio of the peak to steady force is called the opening force
coeffcient C.., thus

SF. '13oV'(CDS), (5.2)

= F.C = '/pv2 (CS).C. (5.3)

where (C0S)6is the canopy's instantaneous drag area and (COS). is the drag area of the fully inflated canopy.
Thbus

C. = (C3 S), / (CS),. (5.4)

Figure 5.2 shows that during canopy inflation in free flighti.e under finite mass conditions the peak opening force
is considerably reduced from its infinite mass value. The ratio of its magnitudes, under infinite mass conditions to
finite mass conditions, is called the openingforce reduction factor and this is denoted by the symbol X1.

Thus in free flight the peak opening force is written as

F. = F.C. = W1  AW (CAS),CX (5.5)

• , = III I
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where V. is tie stch wlogcty, i.e. the velocity of the parchute system at the instant when the snatch force is
developed. Very approxinaty, this is th velocity at wt d canopy deploys

To use equation 5.5 it is fir necessary to determine both C. and X1. Knacke" 54 'argues that for a given
canopy shape the opening forme reuction fator X, is a fuaction of die cawpy oading W/(CS.), where W denotes the
payload weight. Sinc the canopy loading hIs dimensions, its units must be specified

Typical values quoted by Knacke for X, are 1.0 for an aircraft decelerator parachute with a canopy loading of 14
kPl• 0.33 for a paiachute wearder of ordnance supplies with a canopy loading of some 200 Pa and as little as 0.03 for a
personnel parachute with a caopy loading of only 25 Pa.

1-3.I.1 The Mass Ratio Method In die man ratio method, the coefficients C. and X, are combined to form an
winstananeous shockfactor, x thuL

xI = C,.X, = (V1(C5S),)/ (VI (CDS)J. (5.6)

The factor x is the ratio of die peak intemactive force developed during inflation to the interactive force when the
canopy is fully inflated. In Section 53.3 dte ofactor X will be further demsib Unlike x,, the load factor is
defined as the instantaneous value of the ratio of the aerodynamic force developed on the inflating canopy to the force
in the steady state. The load fctor is thus a function of time and at its maximum value it is equal in magnitude to the
opening foce factor 4.

Following Schillinge the opening force factor is considered to be an empirical function of die mass rtio k. The
mas ratio is a mmure of the air mass included in the fully-inflated parachute canopy to the store man m, where m =
W/g.

Hen tR,. = [p(C 5S.)-$]/= . (5.7)

and Ck = function (R.). (5.8)

53.1.2 The Canny Ldinf, Me 4 In the canopy loading method, the values for X, are given as functions of
canopy loading in the maner explained in Section 53.1. Then, following Knacke, the opening force coefficient C,
can be considered to be a function of the capy shape only, hence for different canopy shapes C, can be tabulated. Fr
example, for fla circular caopies Knacke quote C, a equal to 0.7.

5.3.1-3 The Pflaz MetLhd Following PflanzM, in the mann•r outlined above the opening focme coefficient C, is
considered to be a function of canopy shape. Then, once the increasing drag ar of the inflating canopy has been
modelled as a function of time by one of a number of simple, definml relationships, for a specific canopy sbape the
opening force reduction factor X, is given as an a mpirical function of a relationship whose magnitude can be
determined.

In any of these semi-empirical inflation methods oc the peak opening force has been determined the filling time
can be estimated. Using Scheuba's concept that the filling distance s, is expressed in tems of the canopy's nominal
diameter D. by:

a - aD. (5.9)

where tefill contant n can be determined experimentally for a given type of priachute, the filling time t, is then
expressed in terms of the velocity at deployment V. ac

tf = sWV. = (nDJ/V.. (5.10)
S.3.2 More Sophisticated Filling Time Models

By using the two equations quoted in figure 5.1, a fia order linea differential equation can be written for the
motion long the flight path of the parachute and payload sysem.

Since the insactio force F, is dthr expessed through:

and -*F,-D, = m +g sln +mV.

by neglecting both the payload dmg compared with tha of the canopy and the component along the flight path of
the store weight, then-

D,= (m,.+,)d + *,V. (.11)
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SDuring the inflation process, the drag of the canopy D, could be estimated as a function of time by adopting stesiy
V values of drag coefficient corresponding to simulated canopy shapes. In this equation the mass of the canopy is

inclusive of its time-varying added mass. In order to obtain its time rate of change, some estimation must be made for
the rate of change of canopy volume during doe inflation process. Heinrich"• and others have suggested that this be
done through the application of the continuity principle:

- vhR?. - Y.I,1/20 (5.12)

where V represents the rate of change of fluid within the canopy control volume;
SvxR represents the inflow to the canopy, with velocity v,. through the canopy mouth, radius R.;

MWand v./zxD represents the outflow from the canopy, with velocity v,, through a porous hemispherical canopy

of projected dianeteD,

There remains the problem of estimating the inlet flow velocity vi.. Heinrich, utMiising the filling time concept,
assumed this to be an empirical function of the filling time it, determining this function from the results of
appropriate wind tunnel tess.

Wolf" has argued that by using such a continuity expression, requiring empirical inputs, the prediction cf
canopy inflation has become unnecessarily restricted. What such filling time models have neglected is the prospect of
a dynamic relationship in which the shape of the inflating canopy would be determined instant-by-instant through
knowledge of the radial component of fluid momentum driving force, which depends on the pressure difference acrosb
the inflating canopy, In 1951 Weinig 3 ' had introduced such ideas and these were later developed both by Toni"O

and by Roberts'.
S.3.3 Ludtke's Parachute Opening Force Analysis

In reference 5.12, by introducing the dimensionless ballistic mass ratio M, Ludtke throws some fresh light on the
interrelationship between velocities and aerodynamic forces during the inflation process. Neglecting the mass of the
parachute compared with that of the payload, in equation 5.1:

F, = D (5.13)

Then, from equations 5.2 and 5.13, together with the equation of motion for the payload in Fig. 5.1. assuming that

both the payload drag and the angle of descent y, are negligible:

D,= -/pV' (SCD), = m,V . (5.14)

Integrating equation 5.14 with respect to time from t = 0, at the peak value of the lines-taut snatch force and the

velocity is the satch velocity V,, to t = t when the canopy is fuily-inflated and its velocity is V:

J.1 (SCO), dt (2m, /p) .' (-4 / Vz) tit (5.15)

and since 4 dt - dV:

= (2m. /p) Ay. (- dV / V2). (5.16)

Dividing equation 5.16 through by (COS). toV., where to is the inflation time., and by writing:.

M * (2m, /p (C4s)* t8V} (5.17)

where M is called the & dension hs ba/stic mass ratio. Equation 5.16 can then be solved in terms of M to give:

V/Vs = 1 (5.18)
(I + (I/Mt.)I, f(SC,),/(SC.)j dt)

During inflation the expression [(SCDV(SCOJ dr) is a known constant for a given type of camopy so, once
a value has been ascribed to the hallistic mss ratio, the ratio V/V. can be determined. Then, having calcuiated V/V,,
ot characteristics of the inflation phase, such as the instantaneous shock facorxi, can be evaluated. Ludtke
arped that the dimensionless ballistic man ratio is the most W oprate scaling parmeter with which to consider the
aerodynamic chCts Of C duiing the inflation

iti! lmii ...
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5.3.4 A Dynomic Similitude Model for Parachute Canopy Inflation
Using dimensional analysis, for a given parachute system Lingard'I 3 developed a semi.-mpirical method

of predicting over the entire operational envelopo, from a limited number of fieid trials, the relationship between the
total interactive force FI , or the inflation load, and the time which elapses.

Assuming that the drag D, of the parachute carsopy at an instant in time is a function of:
canopy shape and size;
its instantaneous velocity V and acceleration V;
the density p and viscosity it of the fluid ia which it is inflating;

.hen, by further assuming that the acceleration V is a function of:
the snatch velocity V.,;
the time t, ineasured from the instant when the snatch force is developed;
the canopy drag D,;
the gravitational acceleration g;
the masses of the payload m, and the canopy in,.:

the canopy rate of change of mass ,; and
the inAw -!aneous angle of the parachute Zrajectory relative to the vertical, or the

deployment angle 0 ,
then:

SD, = functine~shope; Do ; V', t; p; g ;g ;mo; m,; 0. (5.19)

"For a canopy of a given shape, by neglecting the effects of it, rn, and ni, Lingard showed that for geometrically

similar parachute systems with similar porosity constants:

C; = D/pDV 1  
= function(M,; F; r ; 0 (5.20)

and X = D/m,g = function{M,; F; r ; 0) (5.21)

whe•eC, is the dimensionless aerodynamic force developed on the canopy;
X !s the load factor, defined as the ratio of the instantaneous to the steady aerodynamic force developed on the

parachute canopy;
M, is the mass ratio, here defined as the ratio of payload mass m, to a nmss representative of that included

within the canopy, pD.;
F is the Froude number V/gD. defired in Section 23.4;
,r is the dimensionless time, V~t/D.;
0 is the deployment angle, i.e. the instantaneous angle of the parachute trajectory, relaut'e to the vertical.

Since he was primanrily concerned with persomnel parachutes, in his analysis Lingard did not consider the Mach
number to be a significant independent parameter.

Unsteady inflation force data obtained from experiments conducted on a variety of canopies tested over a range of
mass ratios and descent parameters correlated well when plotted in the form:

C; = function ('r) (5.22)

Lingard1" therefore concluded that each canopy shape has a unique dimensionless inflation force/time signature,
which can be extracted from a limited number of trials of a given system. By employing this nform.-tion, together
with the application of Newton's laws of motion, as shown in Chapter 3, to tie system it is p~ossible to predict the
performance of the parachute ad the payload system over its entire operational envelope.
S.3.5 Xinetic Models for Parachute Canopy Inflation

The inflation method, introduced in 1971 by Roberts, represented the parachute canopy by a continuous elastic
system. The pWessure distribution required to determine the force which causes the necessary rate of change of fluid
momentum was calculated by assuming potential flow about an expanding and decelerating parabolic shell,
representative of the canopy. B-cause of its geometrical mad mathematical sophistlutioa such an advanced model is
difficult to appy and thus receives only partial acceptance within the pamahute indusiy.

Provided that sonie overall data for canopies dfarizn their inflwion pbpse have been obtained by conducting
appropriate experiments, e.. the peak opening force coefficient mid the dueieless filling time, together with their
payload and canopy mass ratios, Wolrs" 1973 single degree of freedom canopy model solves tn nevssy
momentum equations and satifactorily pledlcs some obmrved phernom such az the effects of altitude on parachute
inflation time. The mass ratios are defined here as the respective payload or canopy ma, divided by the mass of air
di iaplced by a fully-nlated representative spherical caropy.
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Different methods were adopted by Roberts", by Klimai°:A a. d by others in order to identify the
pressure distribution in the flow field associated with the inflating canopy. These are discussed in greater detail in
Section 7.1. In 1981 Purvis5"' developed an analytical model based on a simplifcation of the changing canopy
shape during the inflation process. This model needs no experimental inpuLts at all. It could be used to predict the
trajectory of an inflating canopy.

In his model the c.nopy is modelled as a right circular cylinder whose radius is free w increase with time. For the
inflation of this cylindcr immersed in an inviscid and incompressible fluid an expression for the time rate of change of
a.wial momentum over the surface of the expanding cylinder is first established and then olved. Frst-order effects only
are considered. In reference 5.16 Purvis made comparisons for both imporous and porous canopies between the results
obtained with this model and experimentally-obtained data, inflating under both infinite mass and finite mass
conditions.

The real significance of ancdyz~cal inflation models, suel, as th's one dmveloped by Purvis, is that they reveal which
-re the gross parameters governing the inflation process, hndkicaing what may be the consequences of their independent
variation.
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6. EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE PARACHUTE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

At first sight, the proper manner in which to conduct experiments in order to establish the aerodynamic characteristics
of parachutes would appear to be through the use of full-scale pmtoypes deploying, inflating and descending through
their natural environment. Indeed, some experiments are conducted in this way. Many others are perfornid in wind
tunnels or similar environments, both because these can readily be controlled and because under these circumstances it
is often much easier to obtain the required data by instrumeniting the support requ-red for the model parachute than it is
to determine them from flight tests. Wind tunnels are most often used for both static and dynamic tests on model
parachutes, as a means of enabling the flow around the parachutes to be visualised and for measuring as a fuction of
canopy attitude the aerodynamic forces which are developed. Other facilities which have been used for special-purpose
tests include water tunnels, in which air is replaced with water as the tes medium in which the parachute is immersv

6.1 EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED ON FULL-SCALE PARACHUTES IN AIR
As described in Section 23.3. the drag area COS. of a descending parachute can be determined from a knowledge of
the weight of the parachute system, the density of the air through which it descends and the descent velocity Vp. The
latter can be crudely estimated by observation. Jameis'. for example, hung a 61-m long axial cord below the
payload and observed the time which elapsed between the two ends of this cord striking the ground. Hoevcvr,
Drake'1, by analysing kinfteodolite data over a 500ft descent, used a more sophisticated technique with which to
estimate the descent velocity.

The drag area so obtained over the time of descent would be an average value, Since the canopy nominel surface
area S. is known, the average drag coefficient for the system is determined. For stable parachutes this measurement
accords well with wind tunnel evaluations, but as the angle of attack of an unstable parachute varies continuously
during its descent, for such a parachute there may well be a substantial discrepancy between the average value of Co
obtained during its free descent through the air and the corresponding wind tunnel evaluation of CD at zero angle of
attack.

Depending on their application, parachutes being tested may be allowed to inflate freely, having been dropped from
tethered balloons, they may be ejected from aircraft, using specially-designed test vehicles such as those which have
bLen described by Key and Barker' or they could be launched from ground-based test vehicles such as the British
compressed-air launcher, recently being used at the Royal Aircraft Establishment. Such facilities can be instrdmentwd
to telemeter appropriate data from the parachute system to the ground. A test vehicle described by Barker and
Nosworthy- was designed to be dropped from tethered balloons which fly at altitudes up to 1000 (m. This test
vehicle fell freely and as it did so, after pre-set time intervals the test parachutes were deployed from it. Lingard used
this test vehicle to obtain requied the canopy inflation dimuensionless time signature described in Section 5.3.4.

6.2 EXPERIMENTS IN A CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT
Although when the weights of both canopy and payload are known the drag coeflicients for stable parachute caropies
can be determined by measuring their rate of descent through the atmosphere, to acquire more sophisticated
aerodynamic data the instantaneous angle of attack of the caaopy will also be required. To deduce this angle both the
magnitude and the direction of the relative aimflow must be obtained. The most satisfactory way of determining these
data is to fly the canopy in a controlled environment in which the relative velocity of the fluid will be known. Thus
the main reason for conducting measurements on scale models of parachutes in wind tunnels is in order to provide
such a controlled environmenL It is highly desirable to use wind tunnels rather than flight tests when obtaining drag
data for unstable parachute canopies cad when determining canopy static stability characteristics. For such
measurements static tests can be performed on rigidly-mounted canopies. Similarly, some form of controlled
environment is preferable when canopy inflation behaviour or dynamic stability characteristics are sought, but for
these purpos dynamic testing is necessary, on models which can move through the controlled euvironment with a
limited amount of freedom.

6.3 REQUIREMENTS FOR MODEL TESTS CONDUCTED IN A CONTROLLED
ENVIRONMENT
To model the airflow round a descending parachute faithfully when it Is flying in a controlled environment such as
that in a wind tunnel two important requirements must be satisfied

(i). the shape of the model, including the means of fixing it to any forcaemeasuring apparatus and to the walls of
the controlled environment, together with the canopy porosity and its flexibility, must be truly
representative of the prototype full-scale parachute The saling of canopy flexibility, as Lee'5 has
indicated, is particularly difficult to achieve and this can lead to problems in data intvrpretation,
paticularly for inflation loads. This shape rquirement also include ensuring that any blockage
constraint which is cansed by the presen•e of the contolled environment walls is m*nm;

____ _ B. i
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(ii). the Rcynolds number of the test programme and aso its Mach number, where it is applicable, must also be
representative of the full-scale parachute. As discussed in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 these parameters
need not necessarily be equal to those in full-scale flight but in the model tests any differences in their
magnitudes must be considered carefully.

Inevitably, when conducting model tests the shape requirement will, to some extent, be compromised. Early
experiments were often performed on rigid rather than flexible models of canopies and in some cases the tests
conducted on these canopies were not performetd at suficiently high Reynolds numbers to avoid laminar boundary
layer separation. Often in static tests models are mounted on axial stings which can both limit the movement of the
model canopies and may develop drag forces on their own account. Because parachute canopies are bluff rather than
streamlined bodies any effects on waeroynamic characteristics caus' by blockage constraint can be of considerable
significance.

6.4 WIND TUNNEL TESTS ON MODEL PARACHUTES
The scale effect and blockage problems referred to above were mentioned as long ago as 1946, in Block's" brief
report. Early German wind twnel tests which Mansont described are principally concerned with the establishment
of the proper dimersionless parameters influencing the aerodynamic forces developed on parachute canopies, also with
determining both static stability requirements and the opening-shock forces. Heinrich's wind tunnel tests, originally
conducted in Germany and later in the United States, have been described in a variety of reports, such as references 1.8.
2.2. 6.8 and 6.9.

Later German research has been considered by both Doheir, in references 6.10 and 2.10, and by Saliari"'. In
this experimental work the techniques which were adopted for static tests can be considered as a development of those
which 4ceimich had earlier implemented in the United States. Experimental methods to determine parachute dynamic
stability characteristics were also developed in Germany.

Although much of the more recent British parachute testing has been performed in the free air. in reference 1.5
Dennis refers to some wind tunnel testing in the United Kingdom. Other recent British experimental work has been
described by Shen and Cockrell in reference 2.11.
6.4.1 Flow Visualisation Around Model Parachutes
Wool tufts fixed to detect the onset of flow separation from model parachute canopies and smooge employed as a flow
tracer are the most commonly-used wind tumel techniques for flow visualisation around parachute canopies, though
because of the rapid dissipation of the smoke the latter is not a very appropriate techni4ue at Reynolds numbers which
approach full scale.

Techniques for using neutrally-buoyant helium-filled soap bubbles as flow tracers around model parachute canopies
have been described by Pounder"ý, Klimas & Rogers'1 3, Lingard"' and by Shen & Cockreil-l1.

One of the major advantages of testing parachutes under water.rather than in air is that this makes possible the use
as flow tracers of either small, near neutrally-buoyant, polystyrene beads and this technique has been described by
Lingard"1 ,or of hydrogen bubbles gencrated by local electrolysis at free wire cathodes immersed in the water. This
latter technique has been outlined by Cockrell, Huntley and Ayres"'.

When testing model parachute canopies under water scaling problems can arse. In particular, as Cockrell. Harwood
and Shen's have discussed, the nominal porosity X of a parachute tested under water can differ appreciably from its
value when determined in air.
6.4.2 Measurement of Steady Aerodynamic Forces and Moments
In order to measure steady aerodynamic forces and moments developed on model parachutes, generally the models are
rigidly fixed in their test media. By using strain gauges or other appropriate transducers the required aerodynamic
reactions on the aupporting stuutc e can be determined. Such a measuring technique has been well described both by
Heinrich & Haaku and by Dohern'.
6.43 Unsteady Aerodynamic Measurements

* Unsteady aerodynamic measurements have been made on model pmachute canopies in order to determine both the
opening loads during inflation and the added masses which ae developed on unsteadily-moving fully-inflated canopies.

i ~~6A.3•.1 End TM elMead urments of Inteacive Fow=c Dunrn Inflition wider lFmie NM Conditions If model
parachute canopies which ae rigidly fixed in wind tunnels are inflated, this process will occur at a constant wind
velocity relative to the model. In Section 5.1.1 it is explained that infinite-mass measurements made under these
condition of" the interactivme force F, developed between the parachbre canopy ad the payload am nrrelxestative of
full-sale canopy inflation, Howv, both Heinrich & Noreen"" and Lingard have shown that by tr.3unting
the canopy in the wind ivmel so that as it infltes it is free to move. then during its inflation the surrounding ak flow
will decelerate relative to the canopy and the finiter-mss iiflation Vpocess •n be modeled.
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Fig. 6.1a FINITE MASS WIND TUNNEL MEASUREMENT OF THE
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By appropriately modelling the system shown in Fig. 6.1a, its ensuing behaviour can be designed to be
representative of that around a vertically-descending payload in the free air, decelerating under the influence of a
poachute undergoing a finite mass inflation.

For the putposes of analysis Fig. 6.1b shows the same system broken into a number of separate free-body
diagrams.
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The equations of motion for each of these sb-systems are then as follows:
lF, - T : ;w) equation (i);

(TS - T,)r. = Ia*/r equation (1Y);
T3 + lkwg -T = IZw') equation (iii);
(T4 - TS)r, = IIlV/rb equation (iv);
Ts -", = 1w.) equation(v);
(T - T7)r. = 0V/r. equation (vQ);
T7 - l4wg -T, = lkw.) equation (vii):
Ts - mj = mV equation(vii).

The solution to this set of equations is:

V'[w(l 1+Il+l,l4 ) + Ijr•.+IJrdrb'+Ijr2 + m,] = F, - g[(14-l,) + M, (6.1)

This equation is of the same form as that for the vertically-descending payload shown in Fig. 6.lb where in both
equations Fa represents the required interactive force between the payload and the parachute.

Thus, with an appropriate choice of the constants for the wind tunnel system equation 6.1 can be made to represent:

ME= F + D,. - mg (6-2)

and so the interactive force can be determined.
6.4.3.2 Exneiiments to Determine the Added Masses for Unsteadilv-Moving Fully.Inflated Parachute Canopies In

order to determine these added mass coefficients experimentally, Cockrell, Shen, Harwood and Baxter' measured
the aerodynamic farces which were developed on fully-inflated model parachute canopies when the ba were subjected
to a known periodic motion. The aerodynamic force were catulated from output signals transmitted from strain
gauges which were attached to the models' support sting.

6.5 AERODYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS MADE ON PARACHUTES IN OTHER FACILITIES
THAN IN WIND TUNNELS

From time to time aerodynamic measurements on parachute canopies have been made in other facilities than wind
tunnels. For example, at some time prior to 1967 measurements which Colboirne't has described were made of
the drag developed by a 4.6 m. (15 ft) flat circular parachute when it was caused to descend freely inside the 107 m.
(350 ft.) high cooling tower of an electricity power station. This tower had a base diameter of 100 m. (325 ft.). a
diameter at tbe apex of 66 n. (218 ft.) and a throat diametr of 62 m. (205 ft.). Its varying diameter was a source of
some difficulty in that it caused a corresponding variation in descent velocity. This facility was only available over a
very limited period for experimental purposes and, probably in consequence, Colbourn's report on the measurements
which he made is somewhat inconclusive.

As described in referenc 6.15, in order to minimise the ratio of the inertia forces developed on the canopy suppoM
to the added masses developed on parachute canopies when they move unsteadily, measurements of the aerodynamic
characteristics for fully-inflated parachute canopies have been made under water rather than in the air. Water is a
suitable medium because the aerodynamic forces are propoational to the fluid density and that of water is some 800
times the density of air. whereas the inertia forces, being proportional to the density of the canopy supports, ae of the
same order of magnitude whichever medium is adoped. In the experiments described the canopy models were towed
through a 61.0 m. long ship tank, having been suspended from the sbip-towing carriage.

6.6 BLOCKAGE CAUSED BY MODEL PARACHUTE CANOPIES
The flow past any body immersed in a stream of fhlid is subjected to blockage constrailnt cased by restraint of the
fluid's free lateral displacement. This steran of fluid might be constrained either by the test enviromenit's solid
walls, as it is when the body is held in the closed working section of a wind tunnel or in a lek confined situation
such as would occur if the model were immased in an open jet of fluid. Ia the former state the boundary condition
imposed on the flow is that at the solid boundary there can be no transverse velocity component: in the latter stte the
corresponding boundary condition is that the pressure along the boundary must be approximately constant and equal to
the ambient pressure. In these two states, the cormrcis which ar= to be applied to measured pressures, aerodynamic
forces and nmmexn we of opposite sign. MaskeD"' shows that the dominant effect of blockage constraint is a
simple increase in he fluid's free-stream velocity, in part related to tie volume distribution of the body itself, aermed
solid bkocq, mad in pat relaod to the displacement effect of the wake, rmned sa W•b•lo e.

Conventional parachute camopies arm bl•fflods. dat is bodies for which do surrounding flow Is dominated by
age regions of flow separation. Unless the blckae armn r . defined athe rto of the os-sectional rea of the
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body S to the cross-sectional area of the fluid stream at the body location A, is small (say under 15%), the variation in
S the flow pattern around the body and its downstream wake which is caused by blockage, is extreme. In the published
literature, e.g. Blockage Correcdonsfor BIufBodes in Co~infed Flows, reference 6.19. the emphasis is on correction
of drag measurements for blockage constraint and because bluff bodies am inefficient generators of lift, little has been
written about the correction of aerodynamic force components developed on them which are normal to the direction of
the relative flow. An estimate from reference 6.19 for this bluff body across-flow force coefficient blockage correction
AC. is:

(AC0)/Cc 0.2%l (63)

and for a parachute canopy presenting as large a blockage ratio in a wind tunnel (or similar facility) as 15%, this
gives a negligible. 3% across-flow force coefflcien blockage correction.

Reference 6.19 states that for bluff bodies such as parachute canopies blockage areas of 5% and under are to be
preferred blockage areas in excess of 10% are not to be recommended For blockage ratios under 10% corrections to
the drag of conventional parachutes can readily be made by one of four methods, the choice of which depends on the
location of flow separation from the canopy and the amount of experimental data which are available. This reference
also contains data on blockage corrections for both mean pressure measurements and for fluctuating quantities, such as
for Stronhal numbers.

Estimates of blockage constraint for gliding parachutes should be based on the more extensive literature available
concerning blockage corrections for model wings in wind tunnel tests, e.g. L4t-iterference and Blockage Corrections
for Two-dimensional Subsoni Flow =n Ventilated and Closed Wind Tunnls. reference 6.20.
6.6.1 Maskell's Bluff-body Blockage Constraint Method
For a conventional parachute canopy, from which the flow separates at or ahead of its maximum cross-sectional area,
the estimated correction to drag. ACD, consequentional on wind tunnel blockage which was obtained by Maskellý"'
can be expressedas

ACE/C' = - 2.77 CBS/A • (6.4)

Thus, for a model parachute canopy subjected to a 5% blockage area ratio in a wind tunnel, if the measured drag
t coeffilent were 0.80 the corrected drag coefficient would be 0.71.

6.6.2 Cowdrey's Alternative Expression for Bluff-body Blockage Constraint
When values of drag coefficient are not readily available Cowdreys't alternative expression for blockage constraint
can be used:

ACE/C= - 3.15 S/A. (6.5)

Since in this relationship Cowdrey was primarily concerned with very large bluff bodies such as buildings, equation
6.5 tends to overestimate the blockage correction necessary for parachute canopies. When the blockage area ratio is
only 5% the drag coefficient for the wind tunnel model must be as high as 1.3 in order to acheive the same drag
correction from equation 6.5 as is given by equation 6.4. If the measured drag coefficient were 0.80. then by using
equation 6.5 the corrected drag coefficient would be 0.67, instead of 0.71 which is given in the paragraph above.
6.6.3 The Quasi-Streamlined Flow Method for Bluff-body Blockage Constraint
If separation were to occur downstream of the canopy's maximum cross-sectional area, a relationship originally
developed by Garer, Rogers, Acum and Maskel'm gives for the blockage constraint of a conventional parachute
canopy mounted centrally in a wind unnel! which has a rectangular working section of aspect ratio A:

ACE/CD = - 054 e ('1A)" - 0J0 C9'/A. (6.6)

whele 0, O.72(1+A)/A (6.7)

For a measured drag coefficient of 0.80 on a conventional parachute canopy with a 5% blockage area ratio in a
1.4:1 aspect rado wind tunnel working sectim, the corrected drag coefficient determined by using equation,* 6.6 and
6.7 is 0,77.
6.,4 Bluff-body Blockage Constraint Determined from the Working Section Wall Pressure

, Distribution
If the static pressure can be measured on the wind tunel wall at the sections at which the blockage is a maximum and

at a seond section downstream of the first a further method, described in reference 6.19 and originally developed by
Gamer et al' can be used to esimae the blockage corimet.

rol l I/ ! I•I II-
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6.6.5 Estimation of Blockage Constraint in Wind Tunnel Tests on Parachute Canopies
In order to minimise blockage effects, aerodynamic tests on model parachutes must be performed in large wind
tunnels. For much of the published experimental data, not only is it not known if any blockage corrections were
made by the originators, but as wind tunnel blockage area ratios may not now be readily available, making
contemporary corrections is often not possible. Values of drag coefficient obtained from different wind tunnel tests
can vary substantially from one another and although in published data the sign of dCc/dc may be reliable, its
numerical value is much less certain.

In determining the aerodynamic characteristics of parachute clusters Braun and Walcou'&, using the 3.7 m. (12
ft.) diameter vertical wind tunnel at the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio found that their blockage factors
approached 19%. Earlier Au:ersong-, using the 7.3 m. (24 ft.) diameter low-speed wind tunnel at the Royal
Aircraft Establishment, Famnborough, U.., performed tests on clusters of from one to five parachute canopies with
only a 4% maximum blockage area ratio. Heinrich and Noreenl' tested clusters of from one to four solid flat
circular and ring slot parachute canopies in the 1.5 m. x 1.5 m. (5 ft. x 5 ft.) open working section wind tunnel at the
University of Minnesota at Minneapolis, experiencing blockage factors of up to 22%. Using the 2.1 m. x 3.0 m. (7
ft. x 10 ft.) working section of the Vought Corporation wind tunnel, clusters of between one and eight 0.4 m. (16 in.)
nominal diameter flat circular canopies were tested by Bacawz. In these latter tes the blockage factor varied from
1.8% to 14%. In his determination of zhe canopy drag coefficient for the free stream dynamic pressure Baca estimated
the effect of this blockage factor by determining the dynamic pressure variation along the wind tunnel ceiling outside
of the parachutes' boundary layer and using the value which was obtained in the plane closest to tdut containg the
canopy skirt hem. His method is an approximation to that outlined in Section 6.6.4 above.

Shen and Cockrellul measured the drag of cross-shaped parachute canopies both in a wind tunnel with a working
section of 1.14 m x 0.84 m and in a water tank which had a cross-sectional area of 3.66 m x 1.83 m. The blockage
area ratios, based on the projected areas of the canopies, were between 7% and 8% in the wind tunnel and of the order
of a negligible 1% in the ship tank. Corresponding drag coefficient charact&ristics have been drawn in Fig. 6.2. The
upper curve shows the values of drag coefficient which were obtained in the wind tunnel. The corrected wind tunnel
results which are shown by the open symbols in Fig. 6.2 were obtained by using equation 6.4 for the correction to
drag, ACD,. These compare very well with the drag coefficient measurements independently obtained in the ship tank
with the much larger cross-sectional area using the sume model parachute canopies.

Drag Coefficient, CD
1.0

0.8 5

0.6 --

4- Wind Tunnel Results

0.4-0 Corrected Wind

Tunnel Results
0.2 4 Ship Tank Resu.t

0.0

0 13 23
Canopy Porosity. in cu.ft.isq.fUsec.

At 10 inches of Water Pressure

Fig. 6.2 BLOCKAGE CORRECTIONS APPLIED TO CROSS-SHAPED
PARACHUTE CANOPIES - after She ,and Cockrell, ref. 2.11
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7. METHODS OF ANALYSIS FOR FLOW AROUND PARACHUTE CANOPIES

For a variety of reasons analytic solutions are required to a number of parachute aerodynamic problems. Because
of the interactive relationship between the canopy shape and the aerodynamic fors developed on it, even when it is
possible to make experimental measurements they may well be insufficient for predictive purposes. Often the
unsteady nature of the flow around bluff parachute canopies causes difficulties in both the planning and the execution
of experimental programmes and even where many aerodynaric characteristics have been described in Section 2 as
steady, they are in fact the average values of time-varying quantities which fluctuate with the unsteady wake pattern
downstream. For these and other reasons reliable expeximental solutions for parachute aerodynamic characteristics can
be difficult to obtain and analytical solutions are sought, not only for predictive purposes but also in order to obtain a
better understanding of the fluid flow processes involved.

A thorough analysis of the whole flow field around the parachute is possible only by solution of the Navier-
Stokes equations. Though certain low Reynolds number flow problems do respond to the computer solution of these
equations the flow round a parachute canopy and payload is at a high Reynolds number, implying that convection in
the flow field is of more significance than diffusion and that viscosity is a relatively unimportant fluid property. In
the immediate future parachute aerodynamic characteristics are most unlikely to be obtained from full solutions to the
Navier-Stokes equations and other methods must be sought instead. However, because the three-dimensional flou'
field around a bluff body such as a parachute canopy contains large-scale structures which arise from free-shear layers
brought about by flow separation, its solution is far from staightforward..

Currently there are two possible lines of attack, in both of which a largely irrotational flow field is assumed. In
the first of these approaches, in spite of some evident disadvantages in this assumption, the entire flow field outside of
any near-surface singularities is considered to be irrotational. This is the medimd that Ibrahim, Klimas and Roberts all
adopted, described below in Section 72. In the second, described in Section 73, an identifiable region of vorticity is
used to model the characteristics of the wake which is shed by the parachute.

Irrotational flow is an essential ingredient of any analytical model which is developed in order to determine the
characteristics of the flow aound an arbitrarily-shaped body, for it is only if the flow is irrotational that it possesses a
velocity potential and hence can be termed potential flow. Potential flows can be steady or unsteady. In steady
potential flows streamlines can be drawn orthogonal to the equipotential lines. Vorticity is a measure of fluid element
rotation thus, in a region in which a fluid is considered to be irrotational, ther can be no vorticity. Since vorticity is
necessarily present in fluid regions in which there are Ar stresses, within boundary layers and wakes the flow is not
potential. Thus, it is an idealisation to conceive of the whole flow field in which a given body is immersed as being
potential. To contrast this idealisation with the actual flow field, in which vorticity is present in certain high shear
regions, the potential flow field is also referred to as ideal fluid flow, or sometimes as perfect fluid flow. It is
customary, though not essential, to consider that a characteristic property of an ideal fluid is its incompressibility.

Certain features of unsteady flows around bluff bodies such as parachute canopies can be predicted with remarkable
accuracy by using steady flow mode!. but with such methods a cautious approach is necessary. In reference 7.1 it is
stated that "they may amount to little more than the creation of a highly idealised flows, some of whose features
coincide with the corresponding features of the real flow. The extent of the approximations inherent in such models
might only be revealed by the comparison with experiment of other features of the flow, such as the pressure
distribution over the downstream surface of the bluff body. It is at this point that we are handicapped by the fact that
experimental techniques are, at this moment, lagging behind the advance of theory".

7.1 RELEVANCE OF POTENTIAL FLUID FLOW SOLUTIONS TO PARACHUTE
AERODYNAMICS

In steady potential fluid flow all or a part of the immersed body's impervious boundary is considered to be one of a
family of streamlines which represent the flow. Since these streamdines and their associated equipotential lines form
an orthogonal net, in a fluid which is wholly irrotational the flow pattern which is developed around a symmetrically-
shaped body is itself symmetrical. This leads to a symmetrical pressure distribution and in consequence in steady
flows, to zero rormal pressure drag, orform drag, developing on the immersed body. By considering the momentum
of the entire flow field surrounding the immersed body it can readily be shown that, provided that the body's
dimension.: are finite and it is considered to be immersed in a steady, frictionless incompressible fluid which is
entimwly free of vorticity, then regardless of its shape no net aerodynamic force can be developed on that immer.d
body. This is a statement of the D'Alembert Paradox.

In view of this paradox and considering the serodynamic characteristics which are required fiom an analytical model
of a parachute, the apparent lack of relevance of potential flow solutions to parachute aerodynamic problems must
certainly be considered. In spite of what D'Alembeun declared to be a paradox, lift is certainly developed on some
bodies which are immersed in potential flows and similarly, trailing-vortex drag component forces can be generated on
models which have a finite span. However, the major part of the drag developed on parachute canopies is form drag
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and if they are immersed in steady potential fluid flows which are wholly irrotational, it is not possible to determine
this form drag from solutions to potential flow problems. This is the evident disadvantage of the first approach.

Through free-streamline theory, oxiginating with Helmholtz75and Kirchhoff"3 , which postulated that the
pressure is constant on streamlines which extend to infinity from the bluff body and which bound the wake region, a
non-zero drag force on such an immersed bluff body can be established. Following Fage and Johansen's 7"*
assumption that the fluid pressure varies along these boundary streamlines, a plausible value for !he bluff body drag
can be obtained. Although in free-streamline theory the assumption is made that flows are steady, this approach
serves as a useful introduction to the vortex-sheet methods of analysing unsteady flows around bluff bodies, described
below in Section 7.3.

7.2 TOF IRRATATIONAL FLOW FIELD APPROACH
7.2.1 Ibrahim's Solution for the Added Mass of Fully-Inflated Parachute Canopies

By idealising their shapes into thin-walled, rigid cup shapes and applying conformal transformation techniques
lbrahim

4
A, in his 1965 doctoral thesis, developed a potential solution for flow around fully-inflated parachute

canopies. His reason for making this analysis was in order to determine the added mass coefficients associated with
the unsteady oscillatory motion of the parachute during its descent. Lester's, whose work was broadly
contemporary with that of Ibrahim, noted that "the theoretical concept of added mass with regard to motion of bodies
in an ideal fluid is not necessarily representative of the physical phenomena which occur in a real fluid". Later
experimental measurements tend to justify this earlier opinion.
7.2.2 Klimas' Parachute Canopy Method

Only certain representative shapes of immersed bodies respond well to the methods of conformal transformation
and a more flexible technique is required with which to represent axi-symmetrical canopies with arbitrary cross-
sectional shapes. Milne-Thomsonui modelled two-dimensional thin aerofoil sections, representing them by a line
vortex sheet and in 1972 KlimasP 3 followed his example, modelling an axi-symmetric parachute by a system of
vortex rings which covered the canopy. The modelling of axi-symmetric shapes by vortex rings is discussed in
reference 7.1. This representation enabled Klimas to include the effects of canopy porosity in his model.

Klimas' initial objective was that of determining the pressure field round an inflating canopy. In seeking to meet
this aim he needed good experimental data with which to validate his model and this was not easy to find. In 1977,
like Ibrahim, Klimas'7 used a development of his earlier model as the basis for determining the added mass
coefficients in unsteady motion, remarking that "no obstacle exists to extension of the appoach to include the non-
steady canopy geometries (or the inflation process)". In a third paper published in 1979 Klimasm' adopted his
earlier vortex sheet canopy model as the means by which he determined the pressuire field round an inflating parachute
canopy. The shapes adopted by the inflating canopy were assumed and the process of inflation was permitted to
continue until the axial aerodynamic force, evaluated by integration of the pressure distribution, was equal to a value
which had been indepentiy deternined or had been assumed.

An objection, ascribed to Roberts and Reddy" in Section 5.3, to this technique which Klimas adopted is the
necessity for the inflating canopy shape to be an input to the determination of the pressure field, rather than the
canopy shape developing as a significant output to the analytical procedure which is adopted.
7.2.3 Roberts' Inflating Canopy Method

In order to determine inflation times and inflation loads for parachutes, Robertsus determined the unsteady
pressure distribution over an axisymmetric, impervious, inflating shell. In order that its potential flow pressure
distribution could be developed by conformal transformation techniques from that in a right-angled corner a paraboloid
was chosen as the general shape of this shell. At any instant in time the dynamics of the canopy inflation process
could be determined from the payload mass and knowledge of the drag force developed op. the canopy, the latter being
given immediately from the known pressure distribution which developed over it.

Its aerodynamic analysis is developed by considering the existence of a starting vortex ring which forms and grows
in a location adjacent to the skirt of the shell. It is through the existence of this vortex ring that the Kutta-Joukowski
condition is satisfied at the shell skirt. From observations of parachute characteristics it is evident that, as the shell
becomes nearly fully inflated, the vortex ring at the shell skirt become unstable, drifting downstream from the shell
and forming the axisymmetric wake in the canopy. In his model Roberts showed how the position of this vortex ring
could be determined.

In Roberts' method, unlike the one which Klimas adopted, the particular shape of the inflating canopy followed
from the determination of the pressure field which developed around it. Essentially, it is a vortex sheet method of
calculation applied to a canopy shape which varies with tim

7.3 VORTEX SHEET METHODS OF REPRESENTING THE WAKES SHED BY
PARACHUTES

The representation within an otherwise irrotational fluid flow of an identifiable region of vorticity Nas a long
history. This is the method which Prandti' adopted to model the boundary layer. Lnchestcr7" similarly
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modelled the vortex system which forms behind an aircraft wing and von Kirmil'" used vortex sheet methods to
model the wake established behind a bluff body.

The first representation by discrete vortices of a two-dimensional continuous vortex sheet was made by
Rosenhead7l. He showeO that this vortex sheet was unstable, rolling up smoothly into concentrated clusters of
vortices. An extensive review of more recent two-dimensional vortex sheet representations has been made by
Clements and Maull'.

The simulation by vortex rings of the wakes shed by axi-symmetrical bodies poses an additional problem to the
two-dimensional representation; that of the self-induced velocity field induced by the curvature of the vortices. In order

Cto model the asymmetry of the rea fluid flow around a symmetrical parachute canopy, Shirayama and
Kuwaliara7 '"1 have simulated the wake by using segmented vortex rings, thereby forming a series of vortex

t sticks. In a recent review paper Stricklandf1' has described a number of contemporary applications of vortex-sheet
P analysis methods for parachute canopies.

By using vortex-sheet methods it is possible to determhim the pressure distribution over an immersed bluff body
under any known instantaneous velocity and acceleratio,. This can then be integrated to obtain the component
aerodynamic forces and moments developed in any required direction. Work by Rehbach7 I• has shown that by such
a method normal force coefficients developed on inclined flat plates can be determined.

Canopy porosity can be simulated in any panel of the bound vortex rings. Although compressibility effects have
been included in steady flow vortex methods Strickland remarked that at this instant of time their inclusion into the
unsteady method necessary to simulate the a bluff body wake appeared to be premature.
7.3.1 Vortex Sheet Methods Applied to Bodies of Various Geometries by Meyer and Purvis

Preliminary results from a model capable of predicting unsteady, viscous, incompressible flows about parachutc
canopies have been published by Meyer and Pur'is' 4

. At the time at which they made this presentation the results
from their model were limited to the two-dimensional pressure distribution around a circular cylinder, which they
compared with experimental results. Ultimately, they plan to extend their technique so that it can be applied to
predictions of the pressure distribution associated with an inflating axi-symmetric parachute canopy.
7.3.2 Flow Around Discs by de Bernardinis, Graham and Parker

Assuming potential fluid flow around a disc and representing that disc by an appropriate distribution of bound
vortex rings while the vortex sheets that it sheds are simulated by discrete vortex rings, de Bernardinis, Graham and
Parke"5 obtained a solution to flow behaviour in the neighbourhood of a sinusoidally-oscillating disc. The
method which they adopted is essentially similar to that used by Roberts in reference 5.11. The Kutta-ioukowski
condition was applied at the region of flow separation from the disc. From this region a free vortex sheet, represented
by a number of vortex rings, was convected with the local fluid velocity.

The flow was determined at a number of different Keulegan-Carpenter numbers, K = V.T/R, where Vmis
the amplitude of velocity oscillation for the disc, R is the disc radius and T the period of oscillation. These
calculations were found to be in reasonably good agreement with results from flow visualisation experiments. The
unsteady pressure field acting on the disc was also determined. It was concluded that the vortex-sheet method which
they adopted accurately predicted the dominant features of the flow around the oscillating disc.
7.3.3 McCoy and Wcrme's Axisymmetric Vortex Lattice Method Applied to Parachute Shapes

A Applications to axisymmetric parachute canopy shapes are shown in the paper describing McCoy and
Werme's 1

T' vortex lattice method, still in its early stages of development. By assuming that the velocity-
dependent drag coefficient was equal to its steady-state value in a decelerating flow and considering the remaining part
of the total aerodynamic force to be acceleration-dependent, the instantaneous added mass coefficients described in
Section 4.2 were calculated. McCoy and Werme found that although the initial value of these coefficients compared
well with an inviscid flow calculation made in the absernce of vortex sheets, over a period of time the added mass
coefficients rapidly decreased in value, eventually becoming negative.

7.4 SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF PARACHUTE
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS BY VORTEX SHEET METHODS

Currently, analytical methods are required by which the aerodynamic characteristics of parachute canopies can be
determined under the following flow conditions:

(i). insteadyflows.
The current state of the art is that parachute drag coefficients appear to be calculable by vortex-sheet
methods and it is probable that by similar techniques both normal and axial aerodynamic force
coefficients could be calculated. Although determinations have been made by Rehbach"1 on
rectangular plates, no publications are known in which this hits been shown for axisymmetric bodies
like parachute canopies, set at known angles of attack in steady flows.
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(ii). in unsterdy flows, for fully-inflated parachute canopies.
The problem hare is tw determine the added mass coefficiems analytically. Ibrahim" and other have
achieved this for wholly irrotational flows, although Lestee'-' has questioned the engineering
significance of the reswts which they obtained. As McCoy and Wermnz 0 have indicated such
determinations can be made by vortex-sheet mcthods but as yet it is still too early for much published
data to be available.

(iii). in unsteady flows, for inflating parachute canopies.
Hem, reliable methods are still required with which to couple the aerodynamic forces obtained by
vortex-sheet methods to a structural analysis technique. Roberts|" has indicated that such a
coupling is possible: Meyer and Pusvis7'4 are attempting its solution, but, as yet, there are no
indications that a solution has been obtained to this problem.
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8. EXTRA-TIERRESTRIAL APPLICATIONS OF PARACHUTES

During the ten years which began in 1976 intensive activities in both the United States of America and the Soviet
Union have beerndirected towardsexploring the characteristics of three other planets in the solar system, Mars, Venus
and Jupiter. In separate missions during July and August 1976 two Viking instrument packages launched from the
United States were soft-landed on to the sueface of the planet Mars. Parachutes were used on both of these operations
as a significant pan of their deceleration phase. 1Te entry capsules entered the Martian atmosphere at a Mach number
of about 2.0. at which stage dhe parachutes were deployed in order to decelerate the system. They were then
jettisoned as retropropulsion was responsible for the payloads' terminal descent. As the atmospheric characteristics
on the planet Mars might well support life as we understand it, it was important to sterflise the entire descent
systems, including the parachute canopies. This was done for 200 hours at a temperature of about 140 deg.C. (280
deg.F).

A mission whose purpose is to bring back to earth a selected 5 kg. set of sample materials from. the surface of
Mars had been planned by the United States. This was to have taken piace in the late 1980's. but budgetary and other
considerations have delayed this intended mission until the 1990's.

In September 1977 two United States Pioneer probes began their journey to the planet Venus, having been
s•ecduled to arrive there in December 1978. For partial trajectory control over altitudes from 67 - 44 km in the
Venus atmosphere the largest of these two probes was designed to employ a parachute. Though this mission was
sufficiently succssful for some data to be acquired, it is not known by the writer to what extent this larger probe and
its parachute decelerator materially contriluted to this success.

Reference 8.1 indicaes that in March 1982 two Soviet probes which had been launched in 1981 safely landed on
Venus. These probes, which were called Veneras 13 and 14, had parachutes which were jettisoned about 45 km (28
miles) above that planet's surface. Since the Venus atmosphere is hostile, having an atmospheric pressure some 90
times that on earth and an atmospheric temperature which is around 450 deg C. (8-50 deg. F.) the surface survival
time would be small. However, it was long enough for chemical analyses to be made of the soil and for landing sites
to be photographed, the relevant data being radioed back to the earth. By late 1982 a total of seven successful Soviet
landings on Venus had been reported but it is not known for how many of these missions parachutes were employed
to decelerate the probes.

A Galileo spacecraft designed to enter the atmospheae around the planet Jupiter in August 1988 was also planned.
Although scheduled for an American launch in May 1986 this research programme has also suffered considerable
delays.

Over this ten yc3r period there has been a very considerable increase in knowledge concerning the physical
characteristics of the planets which were being explored. Many writers report that at the time the Venus probes were
launched the atmosphere around that planet was much better understood than was the atmosphere around Mars in the
late 1970's.

For all of these planets the adopted parachute designs closely resemble those which have already been used for
spacecraft recovery in the eartn's atmosphere.

8.1 ATMOSPHERIC CHARACTERISTICS ON MARS, VENUS AND JUPITER
According to reference 1.9, little is known with any certitude about the characteristics of the atmosphere around

Mars. At the surface it is certainly very cold and it has only about 0.01 times the density of the earth's atmosphere.
The pressure there has been obtained from the Mariner space research programme. Darnell, Henning and
Lundstrom" report data frcm Mariner IV which gives pressure at the surface of Mars as probably between 5 and 10
millibars. Moog, Bendura, Timmons and Lau'u add that even with the dam from the Mariner 9 mission large
uncertainties still remain about the Martian atmospheric densities and scale heights. For landings on Mars high entry
velocities are necessary, i.,'ference 8.2 quoting 3.7 to 4.9 m/sec. (presumably what was intended was 3.7 to 4.9
km/sec.) (12 000 to 16 000 fW/sec.) 2 taltitudes of 4.6 to 6.1 km (15 000 to 20 000ft.). The corresponding entry
Mach Number was believed to be a little above 1.0. Reference 8.3 states that the parachute must be capable of
operating over a Mach number range from as high as 2.0 to a low subsonic Math number and perform without
damage in a range of dynamic pressures from 24-479 Nin (0-5 to 10 lbf/ft). In this reference an entry dynamic
pressure of 239 - 311 N/m2 (5.0 to 6.5 lbf/fti) is claimed. In a much earlier paper HeiarichlA, qnoting NASA83
and General Flectric Company" data, estimated the first stage of entry into the Martian atmosplere to be at a
velocity of 0.93 km/sec. (3 C56 ft/sec.) at an altitude of 7.35 km. (24 000ft) and a Mach number o. 4 0. Even
allowing for the undoubted r2pid refinement of data on the atmosphere aroind Mars it is clear that there are vct, wide
uncertainty bands present.

On the planet Venus reference 1.9 indicates that the atmospheric wditions are reasonably well established. The
atmospheric donrty is about 100 times that of the earth's atmosptire and the surface temperature is close to 480
dcg.C (900 deg. F.) Because of this hostile environment, life was not considered to be possible and thus a
biologically clean explorazway sgei..v.,a not considered essential.
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A source of relevant .nd up-to-date information about the properties of the atmosphere around these three planets
is the Joumal of Geophy.ical Research. For example, data on the Martian atmosphere are contained in references 8.7
and 8.8. Reference 8.9 is also to a model of ft atmosphere around Mars, while reference 8.10 is to the atmosphere
around Jupiter.

8.2 MISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PARACHUTES
On the Viking Mars mission reference 1.9 explains that the capsules were designed to enter the Martian

atmosphere at about 245 kin (800 000 ft). At about 6.5 km (21 000 ft). above the surface and at a velocity of about
365 rn/sec. (1 200 ft/sec.) a disc-gap-band parachute opened. This parachute was disconnected at an altitude of about
1.2 km (4 000 ft.) when the payload velocity was about 60 m/sec. (200 ft/sec.).

On the Pioneer Venus mission, reference 1.9 states that the planet's atmosphere was entered at about 67 kIn (220
000 ft), the 300 kg (670 lb) probe decelerating to a Mach number of about 0.8. At this altitude the dynamic pressure
was 3 300 N/ml (69 lbf/fr1 ). Using a guide surface pilot parachute the main conical ribbon parachute was then
deployed. The prime function of this 5 m (16.2 ft) nominal diameter canopy, which had a drag coefficient of 0.52.
was to stabilise the probe through the Venus cloud cover so that scientific examination of the atmosphere could be
carried out. By 47 km (155 000 ft) the velocity of the parachute and its payload was so low that the parachute was
jettisoned, the impact of the probe on the surface of Venus occurring 37 minutes later. The requirement for this
parachute was thus much more limited than was that for the Viking mission to Mars. However, as the density of the
atmosphere on Venus is large and the atmospheric temperature close to the planet very high, at a lower altitude than
47 km a parachute is neither needed nor would it have been a practicable proposition.

Corridan, Givens and Kepleyt11 indicate that :be purpose of the Galileo mission is to explore the planet Jupiter
and its satellites by indirect measurements, made from an orbiting vehicle, as well as more direct by atmospheric
measurements, made from an entry probe. This probe is designed to enter the atmosphere of Jupiter at 47 km/sec.
(29 miles/sec.), then to be slowed by its blunt forebody to a transonic velocity. At a Mach number of between 0.91
and 1.01 and a corresponding dynamic pressure of between 4 850 and 7 650 N/m (102 and 160 lbf/ft) a 20 deg.
conical ribbon pilot parachute of 1.1 m (3.74 ft) nominal diameter is to deploy. When the entry Mach number
decreases to between 0.87 to 0.97 the conical ribbon main parachute of 3.8 m (12.48 ft) nominal diameter is to be
deployed. The purposes of this latter are to separate the instrumented descent module fore its heat shield and to
provide drag for a controlled descent through the atmosphere. Further details of the Galileo mission to the planet
Jupiter are given in references 8.12 and 8.13.

8.3 HEINRICH'S 1966 ANALYSIS OF EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL PARACHUTE
AERODYNAMICS

In 1966. when considering the behavioer of parachutes descending in a Martian environment, Heinrich"
stated that the most significant performance characteristics of a parachute system were:

(i). its rate of descent;
(ii). its dynamic stability characteristics in pitch;
(iii), its opening timew.id
(iv). its opening shock load.
These characteristics depend on the weight of the payload and on the parachutes's aerodynamic characteristics.

These latter are functions of the canopy shape and attitude, its Reynolds number and its Mach number. Heinrich
argued that the most significant way in which the parachute canopy shape would be altered when it descended through
the atmospheric environment of a planet other than the Earth is through the changes which would occur in the
effective porosity of the canopy.

Working from earlier research"" which be had undertaken on the porosity of parachute canopies, Heinrich
argued that at a given dimensioners pressure ratio amss the canopy tJe variation in the effective porosity of the
canopy from that at sea level in the earth's atmosphere could be expressed as a function of two variables, the ratio of
the density of the fluid in which the canopy is immersed to that of air at sea level and the Reynolds number at which
the parwhute descends. Heimich defined the dimensionles pressu ratio across the canopy fabric zs the ratio of the
actual prmsu difference across the canopy to that which would establish soni flow in the fabric interstices. Because
the fluid density in the Martian environment is much lower than it is above the earth's surface, he estblished that the
effective porosity of a parachute canopy desceding on the planet Mars would be only between 15% and 30% of its
value when descending above the earth's surface.

For the type of parachute canopy enviaged for high Mach number inflation in the Mati-at environment he argued
that the variation of its aerodynamic characteristics with Reynolds numberwvould be weak and that the Mach number
was th- dominating dimensonles parameter. He therefore fecommended that in model :=s the Mach number should
be made equal to that of the prototype. defining the modelling conditions as follows:.
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(i). the model Mach number should be that of the prototype;
(ii). the fluid density for the model tests should be that of the fluid in which the prototype is immersed;
(iii). the dimensionles pressu ratio, defined above, across the canopy fabric for the model tests should be the

same as that for the prototype.
By establishing these three modelling conditions. Heinrich sought to establish values of aerodynamic coefficients

on model canopies in the earth's atmosphere which would be identical to those on full-scale prototype canopies in the
Martian atmosphere. Then, by making the fluid density for the model canopy equal to that for the full-scale
prototype, the rates of descent VO, could be related through the respective sizes of canopy, the known gravitational
"accelerations in both envionments and the known masses of the payloads which would be attached to the canopies.

Next, he considered a simplified expression for the motion of a parachute and it: payload when oscillating in
pitch. Using a relationship which was similar in form to equation 3.20, but taking the origin of the parachute and
payload system to be at its centroid; by neglecting the gravitational moment of the canopy about the origin compared
with that of the payload at bD from the ceitroid, he obtained

mb'D24 = '/,pVDC'I,) D'C. (8.1)

and substituting for the descent velocity VO

V = Dig l IZP('I4) D1C "1 (8.2)

i = (C. ICD)(g/b'D) (8.3)

With identical aerodynamic characteristics in the two environments Hemricb thus established that for 1to be the
same in each, then:

(g/D)&r,, = (glD),N. • (8.4)

Since the ratio of the gravitational accelerations, gv./g = 038, this established that

D,., /D,,= 0.38 (8.5)

Thus, the size of the model would need to be 2,63 times the size of the prototype. Similarity in the rate of
descent requirement, equation 8.2, then led to the ratio of payload masses:

m)b,/wz,, = 0.38 . (8.6)

Thus, in order to achieve the same aerodynamic coefficients in the two different environments Heinrich sought to
make tests on a model which was of the same shape as the prototype. To enaure the shapes were wholly identical he
considered how to make the canopy porosity on the Earth similar to that on Mars. Although Heinrich's model
canopy was tested at full-scale Mach number its Reynolds numbc was dL inilar to ftt: of ft prototype.

If model aerodynamic tests in te earth's atmosphere are performed under conditions in which the air density is
equal to the fluid density in the atmosphere around Mars, equation 8.2 then indicates that the rate of descent for the
model will be equal that P4 the prototype. This entails testing the model canopy in the earth's atmosphere at an
altituie of about 32 km (105 000 ft) above the earth's surface. Under these circumstances, in the earth's stmosphcre
the Froude number F, shown in equation 2.39 to equal Vj/Dg, will be about one-seventh of its value for the
prototype descending in the Martima atmosplie.

Although the model test in the earth's atmosphere may meet all of Heinuich's specifications, because of
differences in R.ynods number sad of canopy porosity in the-e tests there is no possibility of ensuring total dynamic
similarity. However, the prototype parachute in the Martian environment has to be deployed at high Mach numbers
and in order to meet this requirement highly porous ribbon canopies are required. For thes there will be minimal
variation of aerodynamic characitetics with Reynolds number. Since a given .rarachute canopy is less porous in the
Martian atmosphere than it is in the atmosphere surrounding the earth and as has been discussed in Section 2.1.4,
redwcing the porosity decreasu the canopy stability in pitch, it is necessary to test in the earth's atmosphere, but at
altitudes of some 32 km (105 000 ft) where the atmospheric density is of the order of that on Mars, parachutes
intended for use within the Martian atmosphere. If under these conditions the ribbon canopies eixhibit the required
stability charac.eristics In pitch, then in the Martian environment they should be adequately stable.

i
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8.4 TESTS ON PARACHUTES FOR EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL APPLICATIONS CONDUCTED
IN 1HE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE
Referncel15describesthe three xprientalpogrammes whichwer drvisd to establish the charateristics of

the parachutes for Viking Mars landings. Initially, the'Planetary Entry Parachute Programme was established to
select the most appropriate canopy shape. Disk-gap-band. ringsail and cros parachutes were deployed at altitudes in
excess of 30 km (100 000 ft.) and at Mach numbers from 1.0 to 2.8 in these rocket and balloon-launched tests. As a
consequence the dis-gap-band parachute was selected.

In the subsequent Low Altitude Drop Test Programme paracftite opening loads and stresses at up to 1.5 times the
predicted design loads were invesgated as the canopies were depioyed from a B-57 aircraft flying at 15 km (50 000 ft)
altitude. Finally, in order to test the transonic interference effects produced by the large and blunt forebody and to
check the stability characterisfics, Moog. Bendura Timmons and Lau' report that baloon-launched test wer
conducted in which a simulated fufllscale Viking vehicle attache to a 16 menr (53 ft.) nominal diameter parachute
was tested over a Mach number range from 0.471to2.18.

From reference 1.9 it is seta that tests in the earth's atmospher of the Pionee-Venus probe vehicle and parachute
occurred in two stages. In the first of these a bojub-shaped test vehile was dropped from an P-4 aircraft flying at 12
km (40 000 ft) altitude. In the second stage a simulated probe test vehicle with a mass of 304 kg (670 Ib) together
with its entire parachute system was released from a balloon at 27.5 km (90 000 ft) and the parachute was deployed
satisfactorily.

Tests in the earth's atmosphere devised to simulate the Galileo-Jupiter mission are reported by Corridan. Givens
and Kepley"1 . Parachute deployment was required at 16.5 kmt (54 391 ft), a dynamic pressure of 6 000 N/in2

(125 lbf/1t) and a Mach number of 0.92. At transonic speeds problems were encountered because of poor parachute
performance in the wake of the blunt forebody and some wind wnnel deployment tests were initiated in the NASA
Langley transonic dynamics wind tunnel. In Uwee experiments freon 12 used as the test medium and one-quarter and
one-half scale models of the pilot parachute were tested. Since the wind tunnel working section had a cross-sectional
are of 23 m2 (248 ft1) the blockage are ratios. described in Section 6.6. !or these tests were a negligible 0.4% for
the one-quarte scale model and between 1% and 3% for tive one-half scale model.
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9.FURTHER AERODYNAMIC RESEARCH INTO PARACHUTES

Knacke'11 has suggested three important milestones that have occurred in parachute development:
(i). Irvin's free-fall parachutejump in April 1919 as a memberof Hoffman's U.S. Army team. After freefalling

for a short distance Irvin pulled a ripeord and opened his parachute pack which had no static line
connection between the pack and the aircraft;

(ii). the work by Madelung's team at the Flugtechnisches lnstitut, Stuttgart leading to the development of ribbon
parachutes in about 1934. These were necessary in order to increase the stability and reduce the
inflation loads on parachutes required for the in-flight and landing deceleration of aircraft;

(iii). manoeuverable gliding parachutes. These have a complex history of developmen, achieving designs capable
of contemporary commercial development through Jalbert's 1961 ram-air design.

Parachute aerodynamics has correspondingly developed from its initial r6le, that of providing a service to aid the
understanding and extension of full-scale flight trials, conducted on descending parachutes in the atmosphere. Instead,
it has become the means whereby appropriate wind tunnel tests, together with-the analytical prediction of parachute
performance and stability characteristics, can supplement without supplanting these flight trials.

9.1 AERODYNAMIC PROBLEMS IN FULL-SCALE FLIGHT TESTINC
As has been indicated in Section 6.1. the testing of parachutes during free flight in e atmosphere appears to be

the most obvious experimental procedure. However, because the atmospheric environment is uncontrolled it can be a
difficult medium in which to make aerodynamic measurements which, having been made, can be as difficult to
interpret. Determination of the parachute drag is still a fundamental problem but this is given by equation 2.34 once
the parachute's rate of descent is known. Near the ground a mean rate of descent can be determined, either crudely by a
timinig process or by more sophisticated kindtheodolite methods, but both of these techniques are limited to relatively
low altitudes.

Measuremen, of the manner in which the canopy's aerodynamic coefficients vary with the angle of attack is
limited by the difficulty in determining this angle in flighL It can only be estimated when the instantaneous direction
of the rclative airflow is known with cezrnty. Since the parachute camopy is bluff the flow around it is strongly
influenced both by its own shape and that of its payload. The only known method of estimating the relative airflow
is from frame-by-frame study of cin6-film records and as these are unlikely to include any means of flow tracing, at
best such a technique can only be a very approximate process.

Much of the parachute's flight performance and stability analysis must be determined by visual inspection,
supported by photographic records. Because of this limitation it is necessary to judge the stability or the instability
in pitch of a descending parachute solely in terms of the angle through which the descending parachute oscillates.
During its descent the variation of such an angle can be measured through the use of gyroscopically-controlled
instruments. Although this angle's amplitude is of significance if the parachute is unstable in pitch, for a stable
parachute, as hns ter indicated in Section 2.3., its amplitude may be as much a function of the local atmospheric
instabilities as it is olf te degree of the parachute's stability in pitch. The widespread practice of quoting average
angles of oscidaoion, particularly for stable parachuteý can therefore be misleading.

Wherever possible, canopy inflation tests are best carried out in the atmospheric environment using full-scale
parachutes. Depending on the parachute application, different designs of launchers are used to carry thes parachutes
up to their deployment altitude. As the parachutes deploy thd required aerodynamic data is relayed back to the gFound
control station.

9.2 AERODYNAMIC PROBLEMS IN WIND TUNNEL TESTING
Although the ultimate critcrion of a parachute's performance is its behaviour in the atmospheric environment, for

a better appreciation of its aerodynamic characteristics it is dearly necessary to supplement performance data gathered
theme with information from appropriate wind tunnel tests. In order to perform these tess the difficulties in achieving
geometric similarity between the wind tunnel model and the full-scale prototype parachute canopy, which have been
described in Section 6.3. must be overcome. These include blockage constraints around the bluff parachute canopy
imposed by the wind tunnel walls and which, Section 6.6 indicates, necessitate testing in a facility whose working
section cross-sectional area is some twenty times the parachute canopy's projected area. Parachutes required for re-
entry vehicles and for exra.terrestrial applications must be tested in wind tunnels operating at full-scale Mach number
and, as has been outlined in Section 8A, this is particularly important for parichutes operating in the transonic Mach
number range.

Although procedures by which canopy inflation loads under finite mass conditions can be determined in wind
tunnels have been outlined in Section 6.4.3.1, they are only appropriate for large scale wind tunnel models, because
the dimensioniess inflation fo.ce/time signature relationship described in Section 53.4 is dependent on the model
shape and the smaller the wind tunnel mode. the more difficult it is to model ith shape faithfully. Leet" has
confirmed that when determining inflation loads the shape of the canopy includes its flexibility and that canopy

I
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flexibility has a marked effect on the values obtained for both the dimensionless opening time and dimensionless
opening force.

The only solution to these wind tunnel problems is to use costly test facilities that will be adequate for the
proposed experimental progranme.

9.3 AERODYNAMIC PROBLEMS IN THE ANALYTICAL DETERMINATION OF A
PARACHUTE'S CHARACTERISTICS

Following the work of Rosenhead"n and of others, as has been described in Section 7.3, a promising start to the
development of a theoretical model capable of representing the continuous vortex sheet which is shed by parachute
canopies has been made. Srickland"' has made clear that applications of this technique to parachutes are, as yet,
in their infancy. Currently, analytical solutions are sought for

(i). the steady-state pressure distribution over an imporous canopy at zero angle of attack-
(ii). the effect of canopy porosity on these last solutions;

(iii). the steady-state pressure distribution as the angle of attack is varied, making the canopy asymmetric to the
flow-,

(iv), the corresponding pressure distributions when the flow is unsteady;
(v). the effect on these pressure distribution of the canopy shape varying with time, as occurs m the inflation

pncess; and
(vi). compressibility eftects on all of these solutions.
There would appear to be excellent prospects of achieving such solutions in the not-too-distant future.

9.4 EFFECTS OF GROWTH IN COMPUTER POWER
The single most significant factor in the contemporary development of parachute aerodynamics is the growth in

computer power, made readily available through developments in both mainframe and mini-computers. The power
that is now available makes possible the replacement of semi-empirical and strongly experimentally-orientated
methods of analysis. Not only does the computer readily access a vast amount of experimental data so that these can
be compared for design optimisation studies but it enables solutions to be made of arrays of non-lir.ear equations
where linearisation or special-case solutions were all that used to be available. It also demands a new type of
experimental approach, since analysts now require the answers to different kinds of questions. Not only does the
computer make it possible to achieve complete solutions to sophisticated problems, but through its data storage
capabilities and its ability to achieve numerical solutions to differential equations, it can identify the major
independent parameters in any investigation and determine how required dependent parameters vary as a function of any
one of them. As a direct consequence of these computer-based parameter identification and optimisation techniques
industrially-relevant predictive studies are now made,.

9.5 REWARDING FIELDS IN CONTEMPORARY EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH
For much contemporary wind tunnel research Section 9.2 has indicated that large, high-speed wind tunnels,

available only at national or international levels, may be necessary. However, other problems can be identified which
are capable of study in more locally-available expenrmental facilities.
9.5.1 The Aerodynamics of High Performance Gliding Parachutes

LingardP states that the optimum performance for conventional ram-air gliding parachutes occurs at an aspect
ratio of about 2:1 when the ratio of lift to drag is about 3:1. By developing a mathematical model for the
aerodynamics of ram-air parachutes he has identified the factors which limit this gliding parachute's performance.

To obtain a higher lift to drag ratio it is first necessary to close the leading edge of the parachute, leaving a single
open cell on the under surface. This leads to a substantial reduction in drag but, because the internal pressure of the
wing is then somewhat less than the stagnation pressure, the leading edge of the parachute will now collapse inwards
and. in order to maintain the inflated shape, it is necessary to sweep the leading edge backwards. Where this has been
done, the resulting swept-wing closed-cell concept for the ram-air gliding parachute develops lift to drag ratios ratios
which exceed 5:1. Ratios of up to 6:1 have been predicted, doubling the glide ratio from the maximum currently
possible with the contemporary unswept ram-air parachutes.

In experiments conducted in the 7.3 m. (24 ft.) diameter low-speed wind tunnel at the Royal Aircraft
Establishment. Famborough. U.K, lift to drag ratios in excess of 5:1 have been measured on such gliding parachutes.
Currently, experimental research into high performance gliding parachutes is continuing in order to obtain this
performance improvement without impairment of either the parachute's inflation characteristics or its stability and
controllability.
9.5.2 The Aerodynamics of Rotating Parachutes

An important ,applical.m, for rotating parachutes which was mentioned in Section 2.3.4 is to provide a facility by
"which submunitions can rotate about one of their body axes during their initial deceleration and subsequent steady
dCscenL lbrahim" has described the search pattem which is traced by certain forms of submunition during such a
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descent. Pepper shows how these canopies are designed to generate ne necessary rotation, a component of the
total aerodynamic force providing the torque which results in the canopy autorotation. He also descibes other benefits
which can follow from canopy rotation, these are increased canopy drag and improved stability characteristics in
pitch. For the rotating pirachute application which he describes, that of recovery of high performance re-entry
vehicles, high rates of rotation are desirable and with these the drag coefficient developed on the autorotating parachute
described was some four or five times the value that it would have had if this parachute did not rote.

Dohber, Manscher and Saliaris'3 defined a rotor quality number RN in terms of the canopy drag coefficient C(:
and the rotor coefficient q

R = C, -rC- (9.1)

where Cr = D./VD (9.2)

and f is the autorotation fiequency in revolutions per second, D. is the canopy nominal diameter and Vp its rate
of descent, so that Cf = 1/1, J being the advance ratio, as normally defined for propellors. The significance of this
rotor quality number has been discussed by Dober" and SynofzikPI, who describe a series 0o wind tunnel experiments
devised to measure RQ for a rotating guide surface parachute. The methods of performance evaluation which they
describe are recommended for more general application in wind tunnel tests on rotating parachutes.
9.5.3 Experiments to Further the Application of Vortex Sheet Theories to Parachutes

Writing of the development of vortex sheet theories, a quotation included in the introduction to Section 7 stated:
"It is at this point that we are handicapped by the fact that experimental techniques are, at this moment, lagging
behind the advance of theory". Given the desire and the facilities to perform these necessary experiments, what facts
need to be discerned from them?

Much of the experimental work performed on parachutes in wind tunnels has been with a view to determining the
mean values of the aerodynamic coefficients which are developed. Any observation that these coefficicnts might
fluctuate in magnitude has been considered to arise from extraneous factors, such as poor wind tunnel design or the
blockage constraint imposed by the model.

A deeper understanding is now required of the nature of the flow around bluff bodies in general and around
parachute canopies in particular. A fundamental question is: when the canopy is set symmetrically in the flow, what
is the frequency at which it sheds vortices and what determines this frequency? Can it be disassociated from the
stiffness of the sting support? Is it a function of the properties of the canopy fabric? Is the oscillation in resonance
with a much lower amplitude driving oscillation? Is it eynolds number dependent?

If this flow in the wake is periodic, then are the aerodynamic forces developed on the canopy correspondingly
periodic and if they are, with what amplitude do they vary?

Since the purpose for which this information is required is the construction of a vortex sheet model, what is the
simplest form in which these new physical insights can be expressed?
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10. POSTSCRIPT

There continue to be a number of fundamental and challenging problems in parachute aerodynamics, the reason:
for which are very similar to what they were when W.D.Brown published 'Parachutes' 1- in 1951, declaring as his
aim that of selecting 'the principal aerodynamic characteristics of parachutes and the various known fact.s which
affect these characteristics'. The bluff body of the conventional parachute canopy still poessess is non-rigid structure
and has a mass which is of the order of mass of the air which it displaces. However. Brown could not have
appreciated how the passage of 35 years would bring rach a diversity of parachute application or, accompanying this
diversity, the necessity for a deeper fundamental understanding of physical painciples. One of the many benefits of
trying to bring threads together in this AGARDograph has been a much deeper appreciation of the developments
which have occurred in such a short period of time.

Twenty years later, in a review on aerodynamic decelerators written from the Sandia Laboratories at Albuquerque,
Pepper and Maydew 7 remarked that Brown had written the only book on parachute technology that was known to
them. At that time extensive ribbon parachute development work was taking place at the Sandia Laboratories.
Although this AGARDograph migh: not have done justice to that particular activity, it does contain more than a
dozen references to significant aerodynamic resarch performed subsequently by individuals working at the Sandia
Laboratories.

What led to these developments has been both the circumstances and the individuals whose contributions to the
subject have been demanded by these circumstaoces. Knacke" 1 states that 'it was World War 11, its forebearings and
its aftermath, that started the widespread application of parachutes for the air drop of troops and supplies, for the
retardation of ordnance, the in-flight nnd landing deceleration of aircraft and the recovery of missiles, drones and
spacecraft' and although Brown wrote with direct experience of that war he could not have foretold all of this
aftermath.

Brown mentions Heinrich and Knacke, the first of whom he describes as a German technician, who designed
during World War 'I the 'mushroom' or 'beret' parachute, primarily for dropping heavy bombs and sea mines. He
referred to Knacke as a German scientist who appears to have invented the "Taschengun". In this AGARDograph
there are nine separate refereces to Heinrich's work and the contribution made to parachute research and developmint
by the Minneapolis postgraduate school which he established, has been outstanding. Similarly, t'rough his research
and teaching. Knacke has made a series of memorable contributions to this subject. Both have been honoured by the
AlAA for the outstanding parts they have played in the development of parachutes.

Over these years the most significant contribution to the dissemination of information on parachute technology
has been the AIAA Aerodynamic Decelerator Conferences, held in the United States every two and a half years. Most
active participants in parachute aerodynamics throughout the world have been present and have contributed to these
Conferences. Pepper and Maydew refer to the first and second ones, held in 1966 and 1969. Since that time these
conferences have grown in significance. In October 1986 the 9th AIAA Aerodynamic Decelerator and Balloon
Technology Conference took place in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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